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The design and functioning of housing, building and urban environments
and their surroundings continues to be increasingly difficult and
ambivalent, therefore rendering decision making an unpopular and
criticized task.
Examples for this phenomenon are easily found in every eastern and
western city.
The IAPS membership has the know-how and interdisciplinary
competence to act as input specialists, communicators, visualization
consultants, and moderators for the negotiation of complex planning
projects.
In the new millennium, people-environment-studies can act as catalysts
and as bench-markers of rapid change processes in urban field
settings.
An overview of best practices in real-life interventions is as necessary
as standardization, innovative methodology, and statistical validity.
Simulation of diverse kinds can be a strong interface to support political
participation - is it used so by professional designers, policy decisionmakers, and social scientists?
The competitive structure of modern planning and urban development
prevents efficient monitoring and evaluation practices, as the key
persons act under time pressure and thus focus on quick project
selection and realization.
University researchers are not limited by these constraints, and thus
have the freedom to document and test projects as a third party.
This conference is research and practice in progress - it will provide a
forum for scientists, professional practitioners, and policy makers to
debate ways and means of stimulating new proposals, documenting
existing situations and assessing diverse tools and techniques that can
promote evaluation and user feedback.
The special aim of this conference is to cover actual developments and
topics, such as:

• Housing surveys
• Environmental Impact Assessment
• Health and Social Impact Assessment
• Post-Occupancy Evaluations
(POEs)
• Small- and Full-Scale Simulation Tools and Techniques
• Computer Modelling and (online) simulation tools

Register before March 15
2004 in order to obtain
the early registration fee
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Annual General Meeting 2003
By Jeanne Moore

Minutes—Friday 16th May
Université René Descartes-Paris V
Attendance: Sixteen members were present including David Uzzell,
President; Jeanne Moore, Secretary and Tony Craig, Treasurer.
The minutes (25/7/02) of the last AGM were approved.
1. President’s Report
David Uzzell opened the meeting by thanking members for attending
and by giving apologies from Esther Weisenfeld and Carole Despres.
He further thanked Gabriel Moser for organising the Quality of Life
seminar held early in the day.
David reviewed the activity of the organisation during the year giving
special thanks to Ricardo Garcia Mira for the successful IAPS 17
conference in La Coruna in July 2002.
Other work mentioned included:
o Ongoing efforts to deregister IAPS as a limited company
o Bulletin publication, despite difficulties encountered in 2002
o New networks being established
o Digital library of IAPS proceedings being developed. Special
thanks to Bob Martens for this work.
2. Treasurer’s Report
Tony Craig presented the accounts for 2002 as prepared by Baker Tilly.
They show a net income of £5,421 for the year due to conference
membership dues. Tony noted that the accounts were looking healthy
with a total of £27,400 in the three accounts. There was a delay in the
Bulletin costs being presented which will be paid in 2003 but will be
allocated to the 2002 accounts. He also noted that 2003 will see
increase costs due to meeting part of the costs of attending the annual
Board meeting. The costs of auditing were noted as being high at
£800/900 per year.
There was a discussion about the credit card payment facility. It was
agreed to pay for this facility on line which will reduce the cost from £25
per month to £100 per year but which should make it easier for
members to renew their membership. There will be a fee of 2.5% for
charities on each transaction.
The digital library costs were discussed and it was agreed to meet the
costs of including past IAPS proceedings.
3. Secretary’s Report
Jeanne Moore reviewed the progress of deregistering as a limited
company and applying for new charity status.
She outlined the
comments made by the Charity Commission with regard to the
constitution and the changes they have requested. These changes were
presented to members for a secret ballot. 16 ballots approving these
changes were received making the agreement in favour unanimous.
The new constitution was therefore approved. Jeanne will update the
membership on progress.
4. Options for IAPS Association
Gabriel Moser outlined the possibility of establishing a scientific nonprofit association in France. He told members it was straightforward and
would need little effort or investment. He agreed to work further on this.
5. Membership Update
IAPS currently has 342 members. Marino Bonaiuto outlined the
additions to the members database.
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6. IAPS Publications
Jan Teklenburg outlined the delay in producing the Bulletin due
to illness and work commitments.
The procedures for mailing the
bulletin have been simplified. He
told the meeting that there would
be two issues before July 15th
with the spring issue out in early
autumn. He reminded members
that he needed content for the
bulletin. He thanked Carole
Despres Després for the extensive bibliography she has
produced.
Gabriel Moser reported that the
book produced from the Paris
2000 conference was selling well.
It will be displayed at the EDRA
conference in Minneapolis. A
favourable review appeared giving it an excellent rating. The
publisher is currently discussing a
book from the La Coruna conference and possibly one from the
future Vienna conference in
2004. Ricardo Garcia Mira outlined the likely form of the La
Coruna book, People-Environment Action/activity in Urban
Sustainability.
Hulya Turgut reported the forthcoming publication of an edited
book from the Turkish conference
from the Culture & Space network.

7. Conferences Update
Iaps 17: La Coruna
Ricardo Garcia Mira reported the
attendance of 400 delegates at
the La Coruna conference. He informed members that the conference had paid for itself with the
help of local sponsorship.
Iaps 18: Vienna
continued on page 3 !
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Gabriel Moser informed members that preparations for the Vienna conference were going well. It was anticipated it would draw in new
members from Germany, Austria and Eastern Europe which was to be
welcomed.
There has been an expression of interest in hosting IAPS 19 in Egypt,
either Alexandria or Cairo in Spring or Autumn 2006. Gabriel will liaise
and this will be discussed once a formal proposal is received.
Hulya Turgut reported the success of the Culture & Space symposium
in Amasya, Turkey.
There will be two symposiums in Sweden in the autumn, one related to
housing methodologies 22-24 September in Stockholm and the other a
meeting of the Swedish Research Council funded Area group in
Environmental Psychology in Gavle, October 6-7th.
Tony Craig informed members about the forthcoming EPUK conference
in Aberdeen from the 23-25 June. He is expecting 60-70 delegates. The
proceedings will be available.

These minutes are an accurate
account of the meeting held.
Jeanne Moore

8. IAPS Networks
Liisa Horelli informed members that there had been little response from
a recent survey of network co-ordinators. However, there were 11
networks in existence, some more active than others. It was agreed to
increase the number and productivity of networks. The new membership
form will include the selection of at least one network which should
increase activity. Liisa agreed to continue to identify which networks
were no longer active.
9. Web/Internet development
Tony Craig informed members of the new website ‘iapsorganisation.org.uk’ which has produced a rapid increase in ‘hits’ since
the changeover in October, 2002. He requested content for its pages
from members.
He outlined potential areas for future development, including a members
only restricted area for accessing the current issue of the bulletin and
digital library.
10. Any other business
There was no other business.
11. Date of Next Meeting
The next meeting will be in Vienna on either the 7th or 8th of July 2004.
Members to advised of the date.

Celebrating the best of America's urban parks
From the green to the groovy, the quintessential to the quirky, Project for Public
Spaces (PPS) are honoring the best of American urban parks through its 2003
Great Parks/Great Cities Awards. The awards are sponsored by Metropolis
Magazine.
Key Elements of Place:
" Uses and activities: the park is well-used on a regular basis by people of
different ages, genders and backgrounds at different times of day and year.
" Access and linkages: the park is visible and easy to get to, accessible to
pedestrians, bicyclists, and transit riders, in addition to people who come by
car. In addition, elements or attractions inside and outside the park are
located in such a way that their use builds off one another.
" Comfort and image: the park is comfortable, has a good image and amenities
such as seating, information, food kiosks, bike racks, bulletin boards, etc.
These elements make a park not only attractive but enticing for people of all
ages.
" Sociability: the park is a sociable place where people (locals and visitors from
out of town) go to observe the passing scene, meet friends, and interact with
a wide range of people that are different from themselves.

The Design Research
Society
has a new URL:
http://www.designresearchsociety.org

The Design Research Society is
the multi-disciplinary international
learned society for the design research community. DRS was
founded in 1967, and since then
has established a record of significant achievements in contributing to design knowledge

http://pps.org/topics/gps/GPGC_awards
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Three Temporalities in the Analysis of the
“Bilheira” in Rural Northeast Brazil
By Elaine Pedreira Rabinovich
Institute of Psychology, University of São Paulo

This study is part of a research programme which final goal was to
promote the understanding and analysis of dimensions around which
the mode of dwelling is constituted in Brazil. The programme intended
to provide information about the constitution of subjectivity in general
and about the socio-cultural components of this constitution in the case
of the Brazilian subject.
This article is part of a study1) which immediate objective was the
analysis of some of the psychic elements of the “inside-outside”
dynamics based on the study of the “environment”. It proposed that this
should be done through the study of the selection, composition and
orchestration of “things” in a spatial delimitation that can be called
“dwelling”.
The present study presents the analysis dimension of temporality
according to the study of 20 dwellings in the Cocal Zone, located in the
interior of the state of Piauí, Northeast of Brazil. Piauí is one of the
poorer states of the country, characterised by endemic droughts. The
study of space organisation will be presented here based on a piece of
furniture known as “bilheira” and on its surroundings.
The study developed in the interior of Piauí promoted a diachronic
reading in a synchronic focus, providing the emergence of categories
that correspond by analogy with those of Braudel (1985). In his foreword
to the first edition of “The Mediterranean and the Mediterranean World”,
Braudel decomposes History in overlapping dimensions, distinguishing
a geographic time, a social time and an individual time. The geographic
time is almost motionless: it is the time of man’s relations with the
environment that surrounds him; the social time refers to the history of
groups and groupings and the third one, to the dimension of the
individual, his/her dreams, angers, illusions.
In the present study, by means of an approach that developed an
“archaeology” of “things” and on their spatial location, the clues about
diverse and simultaneous times were “traced”. Thus, it was possible to
reach distant times because registers were still inscribed on them,
leading to Braudel’s three temporalities.
The analysis to be presented here was based on an empirical set of
data, not on a pre-established model. The “things” present in the houses
at Piauí were grouped into two axes along which the analytical
descriptive system is placed: the “bilheira” and the surroundings.

The “bilheira”
The “bilheira” was a piece of furniture present, in a certain way, in all the
houses. It was a wooden piece of furniture similar to a bookcase. On the
lower shelf there were one or two “bilhas”: large earthenware jugs or
vases that contained water. In some houses, the “bilha” was an
earthenware water filter. In the upper part, above this shelf with the
“bilhas”, there were two or three narrower and smaller shelves, on which
there were recipients for drinking water: aluminium mugs or colourful
plastic glasses. An aluminium ladle generally stayed in a central position
among these recipients. It was used for getting water inside the “bilha”
and putting it in the glass.
The “bilheira” was considered an axis because it was a constant
element around which transformations occurred. The “bilheira” axis
transformed itself in three directions called “times”: the geographic time,
the social time and the psychological time.
The studied population was excluded from mass consumption, not only
because of the distance between the studied zone and large
consumption centres, but because they subsisted on agriculture and on

extracting natural resources from
the earth and did not have income. Their dwellings and way of
life provided an example of inclusion in the sense of originality,
that I am calling vernacular. Due
to this, it was possible to apprehend the geographic time: a long
time resulting from this indigenous dimension, an original time
in its confrontation/mixture towards the new.
The geographic time, in the
present study, encompassed the
slow transformation in the way of
obtaining/holding the water. It referred to the way the water arrives at the house: by a river or
fountain; by three different kinds
of well; by tap. The geographic
time could also be studied

through the kind of material used
in the ornaments of the “bilheira”:
“natural”, appropriate/recycled
and functional/proper. The natural material was related to the
region, manufactured with materials found in the place and according to the regional production
system. The recycled one was
the material taken from another
context and used in another way
in the “bilheira”, such as plastic,
newspaper, packaging, political
propaganda, etc. The functional
material was the material purchased or manufactured in conformity with the function.
Example: small manufactured or
industrialised crochet cloth.
continued on page 5 !
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The social time was apprehended through the variation in the relation
between the “bilheira” and the room where it was placed. This
transformation occurred in two directions: in the direction room/house
and in the direction room/room. In the direction room/house it changed
from being the one piece of furniture in the house until it became
useless due to a future net of tapped water. At the same time, the
“bilheira” was shifting rooms, moving from an intermediary room to the
main living room, to a secondary living room, to the kitchen, to a
complete absence. Therefore, the social time is apprehended by the
presence or absence of the “bilheira” in relation to the room in which it
was placed.
The second transformation in the social time was the transformation
non-centre-centre-decentering or the position that the “bilheira”
occupies in the room in relation to the other things in the room.. From an
absence of centre due to an absence of things, the “bilheira” is
transformed into the centre of the house. Then, it could be seen a kind
of fight for the central position: first with the table and the chairs placed
in the centre of the room; afterwards, with the “armchairs” arranged in a
circle in the centre of the room. The social time refers, generally
speaking, to the position that the “bilheira” occupies in the house.
The third transformation was the psychological time. Simultaneously
with the changes concerning the rooms, the “bilheira” was transformed
from something simple to something that acquired a complex
organisation, and then disappeared. From a piece of furniture containing
“bilhas” and glasses, it gained cloths etc., until it was surrounded by
objects forming a composition, becoming the visual centre of the house,
until it disappeared. The psychological time refers to the internal
transformations of the “bilheira”.
A variant of the psychological time were the cares, defined as the set of
actions performed based on concepts of spatial organisation, generally
corresponding to the arrangement of the room.

altar consisted of a table with the
device placed on it. It received a
kind of treatment equivalent to
that given to the saint or to the
“bilheira”, that is, cloths and other
objects were placed on it, constituting one visual unit.
These altars received the addition of elements resulting in varied degrees of complexity. The
complexity occurred by number,
type and diversity of the added elements.
The possible sequence of events
seems to be the following: first
the “bilheira”, then the other two
main focuses were added: the
sacred and the profane ones.
This represented a tendency towards centralisation through fo-

The “surroundings”
The surroundings formed the other axis, complementary to the main
axis of the analysis – the “bilheira”. Due to the homogenous conditions
in the houses referring to the construction techniques, kinds of materials
used, dimensions and objects, it was possible to build a kind of
“baseline” that resulted, like the “bilheira”, in a basic model for the
analysis of the environment. Many important variables, such as doors,
windows, roofs, walls, floor, location, type of dwelling etc. could be
eliminated, in the case of Piauí, having been considered as analyses
internal to the study, due to their repetition.
Some variables related to the construction of the house had their
differences detected by two variations observed in the “bilheira”: the
cares and the change in the type of room. The cares concerning the
“bilheira” were associated with general house cares (tidying,
arrangement), while the room in which the “bilheira” was located was
associated with the number of rooms, things, pieces of furniture; that is,
to the social time.
The surroundings can be analysed through the following descriptors:
partitions, altars, disposition of objects on the walls.The partitions were
the separations between rooms, classified as absent/present and type
(flower and lace curtains).
The altars were the disposition of things around something central,
generally suggesting verticality. Three types of altars were found:
sacred, profane and modern. The sacred altar consisted of pictures of
saints, together with other elements or not. The saints were portrayed in
vivid colours. The modern altar consisted of two elements: the
“escoveira” and the table with the TV set or the radio. The “escoveira”
was a support for toothbrushes, located in the upper part of the livingroom wall. Due to the absence of other elements, to the colourfulness of
the toothbrushes, to their quantity and privileged location, the
“escoveira” had an outstanding position within the whole. The radio/TV

cuses. These focuses are being
thought of as the identifying roots
in the sense of autochthonous that which gushes from the earth
itself 8. Thus, the focuses are the
sense of identity incorporated in
the house.
After this tendency towards centralisation, a decentralising one
took place: the focuses were atomised, appearing as small and
discreet pictures of saints or even
as the absence of such objects,
while the modern altar was gradually installing itself in bookcases composed of many “purchased” objects, a sign of status:
dolls, glass miniatures of animals,
ceramic figures etc.
This description could correspond
continued on page 6 !
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to the transformation of mythical time in functional/ clock time. The
atomisation was accompanied by the appearance of wall clocks and
calendars, adding elements to this interpretation.
This “movement” of the “things” was an interpretative work, based on
empirical evidence, possible because two levels were simultaneously
analysed: a synchronic and a diachronic one. This was possible due to
the similar characteristics that varied together with other modifications.
Therefore, this study proposes two sets of analysis for the surroundings.
One of them involves the focuses: presence/absence and types of
focuses in their complexity; the second one aims at analysing the spatial
arrangement of the “things” on the walls: verticality, horizontality,
circularity, empty spaces.

THE THREE TEMPORALITIES
The “bilheira” was considered the conducting axis of the analysis of the
dwellings and ornaments because the history or histories of the
ornamental seemed to be inscribed in it through the spatialisation of the
“thing’. The fact that it emerged as the conducting axis is probably due
to its strength as a mythical and ritualistic element associated with water
in a culture that is characterised by endemic droughts.
In this sense, Gruzinski’s attractor concept (1995) may help to
understand why the “bilheira” led the transformation process, being led
by it. The attractor is a thing that catalises around itself symbolical social
representations as it mobilises the fusion of energies derived from many
sources located around it. It functions as an organiser of many
influences and dynamics, meaning a space of an order that crystallises
itself.
The “bilheira” can be considered to be an attractor because, due to the
mythical-functional support, it was transformed into an altar, receiving
many readings in conformity with the temporalities. In this sense, it
retrieves to itself the meaning of totality, condensing, crystallising and
ordering the many meaning systems that, it seems, are in the origin of a
mixed identity formation – a miscegenation that occurs based on the
fusion.
The concept of miscegenation corresponds to the concept of identity
frontiers that happen in culturally diverse times and in mobile frontiers.
In Brazil, it corresponds to the absence of an identifying centre, “a noncentre, a no-man’s land” (RIBEIRO, 1995) deriving from a “civilising
process” in which the majority (Brazilian society) has been the
“minority” (Brazilian State).
Corresponding to this miscegenation, there is ta long aspect related to
the constitution of the Brazilian identity: what men could not dominate,
what they feared, manifested itself as an entity strange and hostile to
man, first in the consciousness of the sacred and then in the devouring
attitude (ANDRADE, 19902)). The profane altar, the “bilheira”, could be
seen as the devouring attitude: the imprisoned water was stuck in the
earth, the ritualistic banquet established through it, freeing from the
paternal censorship and moving towards communion: the act of drinking
together. The altar of modernity, in turn, could be what Andrade (1990)
called “technified barbarian”, the anthropophagical savage eager for
progress who assimilates the technique. The sacred altar showed the
dimension of the saints as ancestors with whom one lives,
corresponding to the sacred family conviviality in a relational society.
The social time, as observed in Piauí, implies, in turn that the
differentiation of functions are the social unfoldings or how the functions
are spatially organised, being a concrete manipulation of time. The
centralisation in space, first through the table, and then through the
“living room”, was related to things in the place of people. Firstly, the
things indicate the place of the people, designating their place;
afterwards, they end up substituting them or representing them. Finally,
a change in function is related to a symbolical practice, resulting in
alteration of routines.
The psychological time is related to the mediation inside/outside,

realised in the “frontier” of the
“body-subject”, which embodies
the various historicities in its
transactions with the environment.
The analogy with Braudel’s three
temporalities: long, social and
psychological, in the analysis of
the “bilheira” allowed the
expansion of the understanding
of some psychological phenomena.
One of these expansions was
understanding the subject based
on his historisation. Placing the
subject in History is perceiving
him in the geographic time, the
time of human evolution; it is perceiving him in the social time,
from the mythical man’s sub-

jectivity to the mythical-poetic
man’s subjectivity; it is perceiving
him as a psychological, epistemic, social and affective subject,
in his singularity.
The historical fact, seen in the
light of these conceptions,
conducts the issue of subjectivity
as the confrontation between
consciousness and unconsciousness, originating both of
them from these various temporalities. Therefore, the temporalities are related to the
modes of configuration of the unconscious mind: an archetypical
unconscious mind, a social
unconscious mind, an individual
unconscious mind.
Another expansion refers to the
continued on page 7 !
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conservation of memory in things: memories can be maintained and
simultaneously forgotten, which corresponds to the archaeology of the
daily routine (SANTOS, 1995). “Time is illusion only if we conceive man
separated from nature because, inside nature, time is inscribed in
matter, providing phenomena with an evolutionary retro-feeding
behaviour” (Prigogine, apud CARAMELLA, 1995).
This study suggests the inscription of the psycho-social time in
simultaneous times produced in three levels: a very long time, that of
our planetary history; a time that can be measured in years, decades,
centuries; and a very quick, unstable, singular time. These times are
inscribed in matter, from where they can be “read”.
The “bilheira”, seen as an attractor, by condensing many energy
sources around it, offers an archaeology of the memory of identity
construction in Brazil, suggesting brazility as an identity category seen
as a result of miscegenation/cultural hybridism.

! continued from page 6
l’occidentalisation. Seminário na
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en
Sciences Sociales, Paris, janeiro/
fevereiro de 1995.
RIBEIRO, D. O povo brasileiro. São
Paulo, Companhia das Letras,
1995. [Brazilian people]
SANTOS, B. S. Pela mão de Alice. O
social e o político na pós-modernidade. São Paulo, Cortez, 1995.
[By Alice’s hands; social and
politics in pos modernity]
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Book Announcements
IAPS 16 Proceedings
Moser, G., Pol, E., Bernard, Y., Bonnes, M., Corraliza,
J.A. & Giuliani, V. (Ed.) (2002) People, Places, and
Sustainability (Goettingen: Hogrefe & Huber
Publishers) 352 pp.
US $44.95 / CAN $67.45 / Euro 44.95 (SFr. 75.00 /
£28.95 ) ISBN: 0-88937-263-2
Sustainable development involves satisfying the needs of the present
generation without compromising the chances for future generations.
Quality of life thus plays an important part in determining how we can
achieve sustainable development. What are the perspectives for the
21st century? People, Places and Sustainability presents new approaches to traditional issues of people-environment studies and environmental psychology, looked at in the light of sustainability.
The contributions brought together in this book cover the main issues
addressed by the International Association of People-Environment
Studies (IAPS), which includes psychologists, sociologists, architects,
and designers.
The book is divided into four main sections:
■ Urban Change and Sustainability discusses the cultural and historical
references as models for sustainable cities. Today’s metropolises
host increasingly culturally heterogeneous populations.
■ Community, Attachment and Identity looks at the conditions for their
sustainable development in the light of communities’ participation,
through processes of identification and place attachment. People’s
relations to their immediate residential surroundings, their
workplaces, or learning environments, significantly influence their
health and well-being.
■ The contributions to Proximal and Specific Spaces concern
requirements of environmental layout and design which enable them
to become sustainable.
■ Finally, Global Environment Issues and Ecological Behavior points at
ways to promote ecologically favorable behavior in order to achieve
the conditions required for sustainable development.
Table of contents:
Introduction

- Sustainability, people and places: An agenda for the future
Urban Change and Sustainability

- Representation of the city and image of the centre in two different urban
structures: A modern and a traditional town
Social and architectural legibility of the city
City of Cent$. Formalization and urban change
Dubai: The search for identity
The significance of the memory of urban spaces
Village and community as models for the sustainable city
Sustainable urban communities: History defying cultural conflict
The failure of man-environment studies in influencing design decisions
Community, Attachment and Identity
- One attachment or more? Designing a sense of community. A cohousing
case study
- Tradition, change and continuity: A dialectical analysis of social and spatial
patterns in home environments
- Sustainable design: A question of community (visual) awareness
- Accessibility or obstacles? Ethnic food and the immigrant experience: From
city to suburb
- Unity or fragmentation: Is there a center in person-environment studies?

-
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Proximal and Specific Spaces

- Work and home: Spatial
implications of income generation
in the domestic setting
- The influence of a specific urban
planning on sonic environment
- The predictors of the feeling of
crowding and crampedness in
large residential buildings
- A post occupancy evaluation of
university educational buildings
- Social sustainability and changes
in environments designed for
young children: The case of the
French day-care centres
- Occupational accident scenarios
and work spaces in industrial
environments
Global Environment Issues and
Ecological Behavior
- Overcoming expertocracy through
sustainable development: the case
of wastewater
- Myths of nature and environmental
management strategies. A field
study on energy reductions in
traffic and transport
- Environmental attitudes and
diffusion of innovations: The
energy saving case
- Predicting environmental attitudes
and behaviour
- Activating and inhibiting
psychological factors related to
sorting behaviour
Glossary / Index / Author Index /
Acknowledgments

Book Announcements
Rotraut Walden & Simone Borrelbach (2002) Schulen
der Zukunft, Gestaltungsvorschläge der
Architekturpsychologie (Heidelberg: Asanger Verlag)
The poor performance of German school pupils
in the PISA international School Performance
Study underlines how important it is to take
seriously and implement demands made by
architects and architectural psychologists, for
example that:
■ Schools of the future must have an intrinsic
„experience quality“. Rooms for learning in
must also be rooms for living in.
■ Both at the planning and construction stages,
the individual wishes of the school’s students
and teachers must be taken into account.
■ Schools must be designed as places to work,
meet and live, with a comfortable atmosphere.
These are prerequisites for good educational performance and
successful learning in schools, as well as for developing a sense of
responsibility and reducing vandalism.
Using interviews with architects and demonstrating an abundant
knowledge of architectural, work and organizational psychology, the
authors present a sophisticated picture of the spatial conditions (i.e.
color schemes, design) and psychological processes (displays of self) of
a school’s construction. These findings have been collated in a synopsis
which contains many forward-looking aspects for a schools‘
construction, as well as functional, aesthetic, social-physical, ecological,
organizational and economic criteria.

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT fOR
SUSTAINABLE
UNIVERSITIES
The Proceedings of Emsu 2002 Environmental Management for
Sustainable Universities that took
place in South Africa from 9 - 13
September 2002 are now
available an the web, including
an on-line discussion forum on
higher education and sustainable
development:
http://www.ru.ac.za/environment/
emsu/

ISBN 3-89334-392-X, € 19.-, SFr. 33.10

Rotraut Walden & Inka Schmitz (1999) KinderRäume,
Kindertagesstätten aus architekturpsychologischer
Sicht (Freiburg: Lambertus Verlag GmbH)
Ab 1999 besteht für jedes Kind in Deutschland
ein Anspruch auf einen Kindergartenplatz.
Kommunen und freie Träger werden deshalb
künftig diesem Bereich verstärkt Aufmerk-samkeit
widmen müssen. Nach dem Zuhause ist die
Kindertagesstätte der Ort, an dem sich Kinder im
Vorschulalter am längsten aufhalten. Ihre individuelle Entwicklung wird durch die räumlichen Bedingungen gefördert oder behindert. Kinder
brauchen Räume, in denen sie sich sicher und
geborgen fühlen, Ruhe und Rückzugsmöglichkeiten finden, Kontakte zu anderen
Kindern knüpfen, sich bewegen, spielen, sich ihre
Umwelt aneignen und selbständig werden
können.
Das vorliegende Buch zeigt auf, wie die Gestaltung der Innen- und
Außenräume von Kinder-gärten dazu beitragen kann, diese kindlichen
Bedürfnisse zu erfüllen. Die Autorinnen machen psychologisch
begründete Vorschläge, wie Kindertagesstätten gebaut oder
umgestaltet werden können. Grundlegende pädagogische Konzepte z.B. der Kindertagesstätte als Kommunikations- und Aktionsraum bilden die Grundlage für praktische Planungs-empfehlungen. Unver-

zichtbar ist die Partizipation der
Eltern, Erzieher und Kinder schon
im Planungsprozeß. Das Buch
wendet sich an alle, die am Bau,
Umbau und der Einrichtungen
von Kindertagesstätten beteiligt
sind: Eltern, Erzieher, Psychologen, Architekten und Planer,
Verantwortliche von Kommunen
und öffentlichen Einrichtungen.
ISBN 3-7841-1096-7, € 14,40 /
SFr 26,00
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Book Announcements
Ashraf Salama, William O’Reilly & Kaj Noschis (Editors)
(2002) Architectural Education Today: Cross Cultural
Perspectives (Lausanne: Comportements)
The title of this book was the theme of the 8th Architecture and Behavior
Colloquium held in April 2001 in Monte Verita-the mountain of truth, a
special place inspiring for exchange and sharing of reflections. Utopians
such as Alexander Bakounin, Rudolf Steiner, Krishnamurti, Isadora
Duncan, Herman Hesse and Carl Gustav Jung have been inspired by
the distinct nature of Monte Verita and its peculiar magnetic qualities.
The literature on architectural education in recent years notes that there
are continuous attempts to massage architectural curricula, to
reconfigure the structure of the educational process, to test accepted
ideas, and to probe future visions. However, research findings reveal
some fundamental disagreements over the goals and objectives,
structure and contents, and tools and techniques required for
architectural education today.
Since education is the cornerstone of the profession and since the
“approach to and the “content of” that education is the backbone of
architectural practice, it is essential encounter the subject in its broadest
sense and to deal with it a rich field of research whose knowledge base,
content, and methods can be examined, questioned, and debated. Very
few attempts have been developed over the last decade or so by
individual scholars to explore the rituals of education in a systematic,
visionary, and research-based manner. This indicates the need for more
published research and experiments on architectural education and
practice.
Architectural Education Today is a response to this lack, and is divided
into four parts, each of which seeks to provide an exploration of
answers to critical questions that pertain to knowledge, professional
practice, educational experiments and experiences, and their supporting
tools. The intent is not to provide a blue print on how improvement might
occur or to offer ready-made or definitive answers, but to further open
architectural education, a subject that continued for years to get sparse
attention, to discussion.

Foreword: Suha Ozkan, Aga Khan
Trust for Culture, Geneva
Introduction: Ashraf Salama (Charlotte, NC-USA) and Kaj Noschis
(Lausanne, Switzerland)
The Book includes visionary and
research articles of
Hallina Dunin Woyseth, Oslo,
Norway; Peter Rowe, Cambridge,
MA: USA; Samer Akkach, Adelaide,
Australia; Emel Akozer, Ankara,
Turkey; Ashraf Salama, Cairo, Egypt;
Marwan Ghandour, Beirut, Lebanon;
Hana Alamuddin, Beirut, Lebanon;
Mohamed Awad, Alexandria, Egypt;
Pierre Von Meiss, Lausanne,
Switzerland; Atteilio Petruccioli, Bari,
Italy; Kambia Navai, Tehran, Iran;
Heba Safey El-deen, Cairo, Egypt;
Mohamed Al Asad, Amman, Jordan;
Sultan Barakat, York, UK; Roger
MacGinty, York, UK; Sultan Al
Harithy, Muscat, Oman; Ann
Beamish, Cambridge, MA: USA; Amr
Abdel Kawi, Cairo, Egypt; Nasser
Rabbat, Cambridge, MA: USA
Contact: Dr. Kaj Noschis, ENAC,
Batiment Polyvalent, Federal Institute
of Technology, 1015 Lausanne, Switzerland kaj.noschis@epfl.ch or Dr
Ashraf Salama, Adams Group
Consultants LLC
salama@theadamsgroup.com or
ASALAMA@carolina.rr.com

Necdet Teymur (2002) Re:Architecture, Themes &
Variations (London: Question Press)
Even after 2000 years of trying to go beyond 'Firmitas, Utilitas,
Venustas', architectural theory and discourse still leave out far more
than what they consider. Whilst architectural profession could be
excused for its pragmatism, architectural theory, research and
education cannot be absolved of the responsibility of observing,
questioning, defining and analysing the multitude of connections,
contradictions and contexts of 'architecture'. Architecture is not a
religion.
This unusual book is a radical departure from the norm of architectural
writing. It does not take anything for granted. It attempts to re-define the
very definitions of 'Architecture' and to re-source its very sources. To do
that, it goes beyond both professionalism and academism; and beyond
the modes of expression current in architectural discourse.
Coming out of a lifetime habit of observing everything to do with design,
architecture, art, science, education, society and life (— which first
started to appear in the systematic criticism of 'Environmental

Discourse' in 1982); and having
been writing and teaching in a
multitude of media, the author
has put into this book a small
selection from his collection of
continued on page 11 !
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! continued from page 10

theoretical, critical, personal, idiosyncratic, eclectic and iconoclastic
thoughts, as well as research findings, observations, questions and
representations.
Ranging from 'Re-advertising', Re-analysing', …. to 'Re-writing', 'ReZen-ing' Architecture, it is based on several hundred "Re-…." or "Re:
…." concepts. No section is longer that 3 pages, some are direct
observations or hypotheses, whilst some are simply wise sayings,
questions, diagrams, cuttings, photographs or cartoons. It is deadly
serious, whilst not hesitating to be humorous, mischievous, anarchic,
polemical and poetic. It presents elements of a 'systematic / visual /
poetic / multi-media theory of architecture'. As such, it is infinitely
expandable, reducible, addable, … and can be used as an
undergraduate or a Doctoral Text Book, or as a Primer, or a thoughtprovoking book for architects, or simply, as an inspirational Book.

Architectural Psychology –
Proceedings of the Lund
Conference 1973

268 pp, 219 ill.s; 195 X 195 mm; ISBN 0 946160 09 0
£16.95 / € 23.95 / $23.95
Question Press P.O.Box. 162; London N2 9LZ
<info@questionpress.com>

Rikard Küller
Environmental Psychology Unit
School of Architecture
Lund Institute of Technology
Box 118
SE-221 00 Lund, Sweden

Callum Thomas, David Raper, Paul
Upham & Janet Maughan (eds.)
(2003) Towards Sustainable
Aviation (London: Earthscan)

3 The social and economic benefits
of aviation Robert Caves
4 The human health impacts of
aviation Ken Hume and Adrian
Watson
5 The global atmospheric impacts of
aviation David Lee and David Raper
6 Aircraft noise, community relations
and stakeholder involvementCallum
Thomas and Martin Lever
PART 2 MITIGATIONS AND POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
7 Environmental management and
the aviation industry Paul Hooper,
Bridget Heath and Janet Maughan
8 The potential for modal substitution
Milan Janic
9 Air freight and global supply chains:
the environmental dimension David
Gillingwater, Ian Humphreys and
Robert Watson
10 The potential offered by aircraft
and engine technologies Jacquetta
Lee
11 Climate policy for civil aviation:
actors, policy instruments and the
potential for emissions reductions
Andreas Pastowski
PART 3 MULTISECTOR COMMENTARIES
12 Multisector commentaries on
sustainability and aviation
Economic aspects of sustainability
and UK aviation Simon Bishop,
Institute for Public Policy Research
Sustainable aviation: implications for
economies in transition Delia Dimitriu, TAROM Romanian Air Transport
Key issues in aviation environmental
policy-making Léonie Dobbie, Partner, GreenAscent (former Director,
Aviation Environment, IATA, 1996–
2002)
Towards sustainable aviation? Brian
Graham, University of Ulster

If you or your students have an interest in the
environmental aspects of aviation, you will find
the new book “Towards Sustainable Aviation”
useful. This is now available for ordering online, for example at the publisher's website
(Earthscan: <http://www.earthscan.co.uk>)
Aviation is integral to the global economy and
is one of the fastest growing industries in the
world. However, aviation can be a significant
contributor to local air pollution and ambient noise, and is set to become
a prominent cause of global warming if present growth trends continue.
While the economic benefits of aviation are of the utmost importance
and need to be retained, the potential for expansion in aviation could
represent one of the main obstacles to environmentally sustainable
development at the global level.
Without far-reaching changes, the problems associated with aviation can
only multiply and worsen. Towards Sustainable Aviation takes an
important step in accurately diagnosing these problems and pointing
towards their solutions. Industry, policy and research experts have each
brought their unique perspectives to this multidisciplinary examination of
how to address immediate and future problems, and what the nature of
genuinely sustainable aviation might be, integrating analyses of
technological, policy and management issues.
This comprehensive volume contains vital industry intelligence and
foresight, making it an essential source of information and analysis for
managers, consultants, regulators, planners, researchers, students, and
environmental and governmental policy-makers.
CONTENTS
List of Figures, Tables and Boxes
List of Contributors
Preface
List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
PART 1 TRENDS AND ISSUES
1 Introduction: perspectives on sustainability and aviation Paul Upham
2 Organizational and growth trends in air transport Ian Humphreys

At the conference in La Coruna the
above proceedings were put on
display including a list for those who
wanted a free copy sent to them.
Unfortunately this list disappeared
after the conference. I therefore wish
to renew the offer. Should anybody
have a serious interest in the above
proceedings, please write to us, and
we will send a copy as long as they
are in stock.

continued on page 12 !
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Aircraft noise: the NGO perspective Tim Johnson, Aviation Environment
Federation
Environmental and economic factors in airport capacity Joop Krul, Schiphol
Airport
Potential improvements to air traffic management Arthur Lieuwen and Ted Elliff,
EUROCONTROL
Making aviation less unsustainable: some pointers to the way ahead Caroline
Lucas, MEP
Sustainable aviation: what do you mean? Mark McLellan, Partner, GreenAscent
Sustainability and aviation: problems and solutions Beatrice Schell, T&E
Airlines and sustainable development Hugh Somerville, British Airways
The case for ‘no growth’ John Whitelegg, Liverpool John Moores University
13 Conclusion Paul Upham

Landcare Research
A new report from Landcare Research has just been posted on the
Collaborative Learning for Environmental Management (CL-research) website
(http://social.landcareresearch.co.nz/). If you are interested in keeping up-todate with this work please join our discussion list (see contents links on site front
page, or the information at the end of this e-mail).
This latest posted report can be cited as: Allen, W.; Kilvington, M., Horn, C.
(2002) Using participatory and learning-based approaches for environmental
management to help achieve constructive behaviour change. Landcare
Research Contract Report LC0102/057, Lincoln, New Zealand. Available from:
http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/research/social/par_rep.asp.
This report on ways to influence people's behaviour to improve environmental
management was prepared for the New Zealand Ministry for the Environment
(MfE) by Landcare Research, Lincoln, in May 2002. The Ministry was looking for
new approaches that work with multi-stakeholder groups and teams, in
particular those that improve motivation, information flows, and collaborative
learning. The report is based on literature reviews and the results of Landcare
Research experience in the area of participatory learning. Social science
frameworks of behaviour change are summarised, and confirmed with
corresponding experiences from policy and project practice. The main concepts
and mechanisms that underpin the use of participatory approaches are
summarised. More-detailed mechanisms for working with groups as part of
operationalising participatory approaches are described. Because of the size of
this report it is broken down into a number of separate HTML pages. This report
is also available for download.
The Landcare Research “Collaborative learning for Environmental
Management” website ( http://social.landcareresearch.co.nz/ ) provides
information, frameworks and processes which can be used y those wishing to
more effectively engage different groups of stakeholders in research and
development initiatives. A number of on-line papers and reports are available.
Topics covered include such things as participation, organisational learning,
group processes, and the inclusion of local and indigenous knowledge and
values for larger-scale ecosystems (bio-regions) and catchments. Attention is
also paid to underlying research concepts such as action research, social
capital and stakeholder analysis.
New reports and papers will be posted on-line regularly. The next report
scheduled for posting is: “Coordinated Monitoring of New Zealand Wetlands,
Maori environmental performance indicators for wetland condition and trend”.
If you are interested in being kept up-to-date with the latest postings and new
research findings in this area, please take a couple of minutes and subscribe to
our e-mail list. This can be found from the contents link on the CL-research
home page http://social.landcareresearch.co.nz or you can send a blank e-mail
to CL-research-subscribe@smartgroups.com.
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Two Books on Children
and Environment
May I take this opportunity to
introduce you to two new books
which have just come my way -both by our colleague Dr Kyriaki
Tsoukala, architect and associate
professor in the School of Architecture at the Aristotle University
of Thessaloniki, Greece. The first
is L'Image de la Ville chez
L'Enfant (Paris: Anthropos,
2001). It is a collection of her
studies on the environmental
cognition of young children as
they apply to understanding the
development of the image of the
city by children. The second is
harder for me to type in the
original, but in English translation
it is Trends in School Design:
From Pedocentric Functionality to
the Post-Modern Approach (unfortunately my lack of Greek does
not permit me to even figure out
who is the publisher, but there
are extensive summaries in
English and French, some 30+
pages each). This book is a
summary of her studies on school
design, starting with a history of
school design from the turn of the
last century in which she argues
that school design falls into four
developmental periods. In the
third stage in particular, from the
1960s through the 1970s, Tsoukala argues for the importance of
EBS, structuralism and the pattern language. She then argues
for a new 'paradigm' of school
design based on the intersection
of architecture and social ideology. I bring both books to your
attention.
Gary Moore

Children, Youth and Environments
An online journal

With the launch of its first issue, Children, Youth and Environments
(CYE) brings free access to the latest peer-reviewed research on
environments for young people right to your computer.
This long-awaited redevelopment of the print journal, Children’s
Environments, offers a new, high-quality outlet for refereed articles on
children and youth around the world. Guided by a distinguished
international panel of editorial advisors, CYE targets a global and
multidisciplinary audience.
CYE publishes research from the social sciences, the design
professions, the humanities, education and other relevant disciplines.
Articles cover varied topics and approaches, including quantitative and
qualitative empirical research; theoretical, methodological and historical
investigations; critical literature reviews; design analyses; postoccupancy evaluations; pedagogical critiques; policy studies; and
program assessments. We welcome papers from diverse viewpoints
and different cultures.

Co-Editors
"

Ernesto Arias & Willem van
Vliet
University of Colorado - USA

Associate Editors
"

"

"

"

"

Sheridan Bartlett
International Institute of
Environment and Development
- UK
Roger Hart
City University of New York USA
Jill Swart Kruger
University of Natal - South
Africa
Hirofumi Minami
Kyushu University - Japan
Gary Moore
University of Sydney - Australia

Editorial Advisory Board

The first issue (Spring 2003) contains:
" Introduction
by Roger Hart, Louise Chawla and Sheridan Bartlett
Learn more about the origin and history of the Journal
" From Childhood City to Children, Youth and Environments:
Towards More Inclusive and Sustainable Environments for
Children and Youth
by the Editors
Read about the focus, scope and mission of the journal and
the contents of this first issue
" Articles
Access to peer-reviewed research papers
" Book Reviews
Read reviews of recent books and authors' responses to
these reviews
" Retrospectives
Reviewers and authors look back and comment on
developments since original publication of noted books
" Reports from the Field
Practioners report on programs and projects in communities
around the world
" Biographical Essay
Featured in this issue: Botanical artist and author, Anne
Ophelia Dowden
" Webwise
Profiles of and links to organizations active in areas related to articles
in this issue

Jo Boyden
Joy Carlson
Eva Clarhäll
Eliana Riggio Chaudhuri
Louise Chawla
Nilda Cosco
Dorothy Dunn
Mark Francis
Hartmut Günther
Liisa Horelli
Selim Iltus
Lalitha Iyer
Peter H. Kahn, Jr.
Theresa A. Kilbane
Raymond Lorenzo
Irma Makalinao
Karen Malone
Robin Moore
Barry Percy-Smith
Mitchel Resnick
Nancy Butler Songer
Sharon Egretta Sutton

Editorial Address:
CYE
University of Colorado CB 314
Boulder, CO 80309-0314
USA
Tel:
(303) 492-1319
Fax:
(303) 492-6163
Email: cye@colorado.edu
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Conference Reflections
Environmental Psychology In Italy
II National Meeting, Rome, 6-7 December 2002
University of Rome “La Sapienza”. Faculty of Psychology 2 –
Department of Social and Developmental Psychology.
National Research Council (CNR). Institute of Cognitive Science and
Technologies (ISTC).
Giuseppe Carrus & Massimiliano Scopelliti reporting

The 2nd National Meeting on “Environmental Psychology in Italy” was
held in Rome during the 6th and 7th of December 2002. The Meeting was
jointly organised by the Faculty of Social, Developmental and
Organisational Psychology (Psychology 2) – Department of Social and
Developmental Psychology - of the University of Rome “La Sapienza”,
and by the Institute of Cognitive Science and Technologies of the
National Research Council (CNR).
The meeting was also supported by the IAPS and by the Italian
Commission for the UNESCO-MAB Program, and co-sponsored by the
Social Psychology Section of the Italian Psychological Association
(AIP).
This 2nd National Meeting followed a very successful previous one,
organised in 2001 at the University of Padua for remembering Mimma
Peron, which attracted several participants from all over Italy.
The main goal of the current meeting was to give to Italian researchers
in the field of Environmental Psychology an occasion to exchange their
ideas about their current research and the future p2(i)3.5( )-12(o-0.3tenta(poo)-1)2.4(161-12.4(a 6.7( of)912(Me581( )]T
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Workshop 2
Coordinators: Terry Hartig and Inga-Britt Werner
General characteristics
•Wide range of papers, different modelling approaches
•Most of them use empirical data, survey, interviews, experiments or
existing databases
•Analysis by statistical methods or other types of modelling
•No big differences in values and approaches, more of explaining what
has been
actually done
Discussions on:
The gathering of data
•Using existing data bases, + and –
-Comparability of datasets in international comparisons
•Using surveys and interviews
o Administration of questionnaires
o Sampling
o Response rates
o Measures:
-Definition of housing quality
-Appropriate quantitative measures of housing quality
-Assumptions made in the construction of measures
o Validity issues
Study design
•Longitudinal design-statements on change
Analysis of data
•Why model? Theory behind models
•The value of mathematical models compared to other methods
•Transparency of mathematical models
•The predictive power of models
•Causality?
o Alternative hypotheses
Not so established approaches
•Internet based survey
•Experiments on planning participation
•Simulation of social processes
Workshop nr 3
Coordinators: Suzanne de Laval and Dick Urban Vestbro
We had papers on:
- research methods
- action research
- care for- and use of traditional housing
- the use of knowledge
Discussion and examples of:
- action research
- participant observation
- documentation
- triangulation
- relationship between researchers and policy makers
We had a fruitful workshop and someone said:
“We try to do some implementation when we come home”

questions, and discussed them
from the perspectives of housing
as product and process, respectively. Workshop 4 discussions
frequently addressed housing
from both the product and process perspectives.
Furthermore, we frequently came
back to at least two of Roderick's
key questions, that of combining
the qualitative and the quantitative and that of the temporal
dimension in housing research.
A number of the papers addressed the possibilities and
difficulties in combining qualitative and quantitative methods.
One paper suggested that the
pair of opposites well structured less structured data could be
more appropriate than that of
qualitative - quantitative. This
lead to an intensive and fruitful
discussion on conceptualisation,
creation of conceptual frameworks and categorisation. We
also had presentations of research projects that studied the
temporal dimension of housing as
product and process. One example had a fifty year historical
perspective, another was an
action research project with its
"arrow of time" pointing into the
future. This theme, too, lead to
interesting methodological discussions.
For more information and full
papers use the link on the IAPS
webpage:
www.iaps-association.org

Workshop 4
Coordinators: Maria Nordström and Örjan Svane
The basic starting point of our discussions was the close relationship
between method and problem - we agreed that the nature of the
research problem defines what methods to use for collecting and
analysing data. This was for example discussed in relation to doing
fieldwork in a cultural context widely differing from ours, when
participating in multi-disciplinary research projects or in transdisciplinary projects involving also practitioners or users. In all these
cases, collecting and analysing data is in part a learning process. In his
keynote speech, Roderick Lawrence mentioned five key methodological
Bulletin of People-Environment Studies 23/2002-2003
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Forthcoming Conferences and Activities
12-16 April 2004
Gazimagusa, North Cyprus

Medi-Triology: MomentumMetamorphosis-manifestos
International Symposium

The stage will be set for a
Mediterrannean triology that will
cover: Theories, concepts, methods,
case studies/projects, innovative
ideas, approaches within the context
of city, architecture and art in the
Mediterranean Region.
For further info:
E-Mail: medi3ology@emu.edu.tr
www.emu.edu.tr/medi3ology
2-3 February 2004

Sustainable urban
regeneration and planning for
neighbourhoods
Cannes, France
Centre Scientifique et Technique du
Bâtiment (CSTB)
Contact:
La Calade
363 Avenue de Pierrefeu
F-06560 Valbonne, Spohia-Antipolis
Tel: +33 493 420 728
Fax: +33 493 420 728
Email: la.calcade@free.fr
Webpages: http://www.enhr.ibf.uu.se/
Provisory%20Programme.pdf
2-4 February 2004

Housing in the 21st Century:
Challenges and Commitments
Hongkong
Themes:
1. Transformations in housing
policies, the role of government and
the market
2. Globalization and housing
development
3. Sustainable housing for healthy
living
Venue: Hongkong Convention and
Exhibition Centre
Organised by the Hongkong Housing
Authority
Webpages: http://
www.housingauthority.gov.hk/en/ihc
5-6 February 2004

Housing and Social
Development: Emerging
Theoretical Issues in AsiaPacific
Hongkong
Themes:
1. Housing and culture
2. Housing, social policy and social
justice
3. Housing and development
strategies
4. Urban growth and housing poverty
5. Housing theories

Venue: The Graduate House, The
University of Hong Kong
Submission of full papers: 10
January 2004 (Extended)
Registration:
30 November 2003 (early birds)
(Extended)
31 December 2003 (deadline)
Conference Secretariat:
Miss Man-wah Yip (Conference
Administrator)
Centre of Urban Planning &
Environmental Management
The University of Hong Kong,
Pokfulam Road, Hong Kong
Tel: (852) 2857 8597 / 2859 2721
Fax: (852) 2559 0468
Email: yipmw@hkusua.hku.hk
Website: http://web.hku.hk/~apnhr/
conference
15-16 April 2004

Centre for Learning and
Teaching in Art & Design
(cltad)
2nd International conference:
Enhancing curricula: Towards the
Scholarship of Teaching in Art,
Design and Communication
http://www.cltad.ac.uk
6-8 May 2004

4th National Congress of
Pedestrian Advocates
Silver Spring MD, USA
Contact:
Andy Hamilton (Chair)
Vice-President WalkSanDiego
info@americawalks.org

2-6 June 2004

26-29 June 2004

Adequate & Affordable
Housing for All: Research,
Policy, Practice
Toronto
Contact:
Housing Conference Centre for
Urban and Community Studies
University of Toronto
455 Spadina Anenue (4th floor)
Toronto, Ontario M5S 2G8
Cannada
Dax: +1 416 978 7162
29 June - 1 July 2004

computers in art & design
education Copenhagen 2004
European CADE 2004
The theme of the 2004 Conference is
'Building Bridges' between
- Academic research and
professional practice
- Interdisciplinary and cultural
backgrounds
- Human-computer interaction and
the creative disciplines
- Research degrees and Creative
Arts
The conference aim is to build
bridges between different cultures
and approaches and to enhance
dialogue, interaction and mutual
learning. We invite contributions to
paper sessions, art exhibitions,
workshops on experimental design or
theoretical issues, and panels and
discussion groups.
Webpages: http://cade.ac.uk
2 July 2004

Research Into Practice 2004
Hertfordshire, UK
The third international biennial
conference on the foundations of
practice-based research in art and
design will be convened at the
University of Hertfordshire, UK, on
Friday 2 July 2004.
Webpages: http://www.herts.ac.uk/
artdes/research/res2prac/
confhome.htm

EDRA 35: Design With Spirit
Albuquerque, New Mexico, USA
For additional information,please
contact:
EDRA 35
EDRA Business Office
PO Box 7146
Edmond,Oklahoma 73083-7146,
USA
Or
EDRA Business Office
1800 Canyon Park Circle
Bldg.4,Suite 403
Edmond,OK 73013 USA
Phone: +1 (405)330-4863
Fax: +1 (405)330-4150
E-mail:EDRA@telepath.com
http://www.edra.org
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2-6 July 2004
Cambridge, Great Britain

Housing: Growth and
Regeneration;
ENHR International Housing
Conference

Venue: Robinson College, University
of Cambridge
The theme of the conference,
Housing: Growth and
Regeneration, reflects both the
exciting opportunities to plan high
quality housing for the twenty first
continued on page 17 !

! continued from page 16
century and the immense challenges
of ensuring adequate housing for
those with limited resources.
No longer is housing seen as simply
about ensuring adequate shelter.
Rather it is more and more a core
element in implementing a wide
range of broader objectives:
achieving acceptable overall living
standards, promoting longer term
sustainability, and alleviating poverty
for both young and old.
The conference theme aims to reflect
this changing role of housing as an
engine for supporting wealth creation
and for restructuring older, mainly
urban areas as well as its pivotal
function in the broader agenda of
social inclusion.
Contact:
ENHR 2004
Centre for Housing and Planning
Research
Department of Land Economy
University of Cambridge
19 Silver Street
Cambridge CB3 9EP
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 1223 760550
Fax: +44 1223 330863
Email: info@enhr2004.org
Webpages: http://www.enhr2004.org/

27-29 October 2004

Open Space: People Space
An International Conference on
Inclusive Environments

7-10 July

IAPS 18: EVALUATION IN
PROGRESS
Strategies for Environmental
Research and Implementation
Vienna, Austria
Institute for Spatial Interaction and
Simulation
Contact:
bco - j. breit congress organisation
Alser Strasse 20/16
A-1090 Vienna
Tel. +43-1-4032820
Fax +43-1-4032820-10
eMail iaps2004@bco.co.at
http://www.bco.co.at
Webpages: http://info.tuwien.ac.at/
iaps2004/

13-16 September 2004

International Crime Prevention
Through Environmental Design
Conference
Brisbane, Australia
Http://www.cpted-2004.com

Landcare Research
A new report from Landcare Research has just been posted on the
Collaborative Learning for Environmental Management (CL-research) website
(http://social.landcareresearch.co.nz/). If you are interested in keeping up-todate with this work please join our discussion list
This latest posted report can be cited as: Allen, W.; Kilvington, M., Horn, C.
(2002) Using participatory and learning-based approaches for environmental
management to help achieve constructive behaviour change. Landcare Research Contract Report LC0102/057, Lincoln, New Zealand. Available
from: http://www.landcareresearch.co.nz/research/social/par_rep.asp .
The Landcare Research "Collaborative learning for Environmental Management" website (http://social.landcareresearch.co.nz/) provides information, frameworks and processes which can be used by those wishing to more
effectively engage different groups of stakeholders in research and development
initiatives. A number of on-line papers and reports are available. Topics covered
include such things as participation, organisational learning, group processes,
and the inclusion of local and indigenous knowledge and values for larger-scale
ecosystems (bio-regions) and catchments. Attention is also paid to underlying
research concepts such as action research, social capital and stakeholder

Edinburgh, Scotland
Themes:
■ Spaces for children and youth
■ Design for all
■ Healthy places
■ Tourist Places
Email: openspace@eca.ac.uk
Webpages:
www.openspace.eca.ac.uk
Fax: +44 131 221 6177
17-21 November 2004

DESIGN RESEARCH SOCIETY
INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE 2004
Melbourne, Australia
Monash University, one of Australia's
leading research universities, is
proud to host the DRS International
Conference during November 2004
in Melbourne.
The theme is FUTUREGROUND,
and will feature leading edge design
research from the international
research community. Supporting the
central theme will be discourse
around design as both cultural
activity and production; mapping the
discipline's development; and
research in an industrial context.
Particular emphasis will be on the
opportunities this presents for
reconsidering the nature of design
and an exploration of the scope for
future research.
Webpages: http://
www.futureground.monash.edu.au
Email:
mailto:futureground@artdes.monash.
edu.au

analysis.
New reports and papers will be
posted on-line regularly. The next
report scheduled for posting is: "Coordinated Monitoring of New Zealand
Wetlands, Maori environmental performance indicators for wetland
condition and trend".
If you are interested in being kept upto-date with the latest postings and
new research findings in this area,
please take a couple of minutes and
subscribe to our e-mail list. This can
be found from the contents link on
the CL-research home page http://
social.landcareresearch.co.nz or you
can send a blank e-mail to
CL-researchsubscribe@smartgroups.com
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IAPS Membership Renewal
The IAPS Membership list for the year from 30th June 2002 to 30th June
2003 is printed below. Members with no year before their name do not
have to renew their membership. If the year 2003 appears before your
name it means that your membership expired on 30th June 2003. If you
did not already do so, please renew your membership using the membership application form included in the back cover page if this bulletin,
or go to the IAPS website <http://www.iaps-association.org> and renew
your membership online.
Please note that if a person does not renew their membership then the
next issue will be the last issue of the IAPS Bulletin they will receive. In
order to reduce administrative work and secretarial costs, IAPS members are encouraged to benefit from the special low price of a 5 year
membership fee.
2003 Leanne Abbott
Aleya Abdel-Hadi
2003 Trine Agervig Carstensen
Leif Ahnström
2003 Emel Akozer
2003 Vinicius Albino
2003 Eva Almhjell
2003 Pedro Álvarez Suárez
2003 Douglas Amedeo
2003 María Amérigo CuervoArango
2003 Jean Andrey
2003 Edgar Angulo Rosas
2003 Juan Ignacio Aragonés Tapia
2003 Rosineide Araújo
Carlo Arslan
2003 Durnev Atilgan
2003 Teguh Utomo Atmoko
2003 Sally Augustin
2003 Ana Aulet Corney
2003 Pablo Enrique Azqueta
2003 Maria José Azurmendi
2003 Kathleen Louise Bagot
2003 Marcello Balzani
2003 Augustyn Banka
2003 Idalina Baptista
Gilles Barbey
2003 Ana Barini
Czarnecki Bartosz
2003 Martin Beattie
2003 Robert Bechtel
Amar Benadji
2003 Lymari Benitez
David N. Benjamin
2003 Jaime Berenguer Santiago
Ulla Berglund
2003 Núbia Bernardi
Christine B Bevington
2003 Nandini Bhaskararao
2003 Laura Bignami
2003 Hümeyra Birol Akkurt
Pia Björklid
2003 Gemma Blanco Martínez
2003 Sarah Blandy
2003 Kathrin Blaufuss
2003 Zulmira Aurea Cruz Bomfim
Marino Bonaiuto
2003 Margaret Boneham
2003 Maria Rosa Bonet Casas
Barbara Bonnefoy
Mirilia Bonnes

2003 Antonio Borgogni
2003 Malika Bourennane
2003 Nicole Brais
Edwin S. Brierley
2003 Tim Brindley
2003 Matthise Buchecker
Arjen Buijs
2003 Christina Burton
2003 Marcos Bustos Aguayo
2003 Arzu Cahantimur
2003 María Dolores Calero García
2003 Gustavo R. Cañadas de la
Fuente
2003 Juan Antonio Caridad Graña
2003 Giuseppe Carrus
2003 Paula Castro
Sofia Cele
Arza Churchman
Birgit Cold
Anna Conniff
2003 Rebeca Contreras
Henny Coolen
José Antonio Corraliza
2003 Nieves Correa Rodriguez
2003 Beatriz Diana Cortes Canarelli
Anthony Craig
Galen Cranz
2003 Fiona Dalton
2003 Sheila Danko
2003 Anne-Marie Davies
2003 Emilia De la Fuente Solana
Nicolas Declerck
2003 Carole Després
Dimitriou Dimitrios
Ozgur Dincyurek
Margrethe Dobloug
2003 Tomoko Doi Hata
Neslihan Dostoglu
2003 Sebnem Dundar
Mar Durán López
Heather Easton
Walter Ebert
Martin Edge
Eddie Edgerton
2003 Erincik Edgü
Ian Ellingham
2003 Fatma Erkök
2003 Alma Delia Escobar Mancilla
Barry Esham
Gary Evans
2003 Fleming Fallon

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003

2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003
2003

Angel Fernandez Gonzalez
Ángel Fernández González
Ramón Ferreiro García
Adela Figueroa Panisse
Luz María Flores Herrera
Patricia Fontes
Ferdinando Fornara
Andrea Frank
Elena Freire Paz
Julian Freire-Gomez
Jacqueline Frick
Marc Fried
Susan Frosten
Aslak Fyhri
Hisham S. Gabr
María de la Paz Galindo
Galindo
Ricardo Garcia Mira
Birgitta Gatersleben
Alfonso Gil
Eduardo Gimenez
Giovanna Giordano
Vittoria Giuliani
Zeynep Gocmen
Mirele Goldsmith
Barbara Golicnik
Myriam Goluboff Scheps
Juan Jose Gonzalez Luaces
Michael Greenwald
Mark Groves
José Domingo Guillén
Rodríguez
Gary Gumpert
Toshihiro Hanazato
Graeme Hardie
Sylvia Harms
Terry Hartig
Marie Hasselberg
Tali Hatuka
Sibylle Heeg
Harry Heft
Bernardo Hernandez
Maria Ines Gasparetto Higuchi
Liisa Horelli
Almudena Hospido Quintana
Karin Hoyland
Tsai-Shiou Hsieh
Marcel Hunziker
Corina Ilin
Eric Orlando Jimenez Rosas
Rolf Johansson
Gertrud Jörgensen
Sigrun Kabisch
Gerhard Kaminski
Sandra Kaufman
Tanika Kelay
Peter Kellett
Alexander Keul
Ayako Kita
Michihiro Kita
continued on page 19 !
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Satoshi Kose
2003 Ikuko Koyabe
Lenelis Kruse
2003 Chin-Chin Kuo
Ada Kwiatkowska
2003 Cecile Lacombe
2003 Lucie Laflamme
Jürgen Lafrenz
2003 Thorbjörn Laike
Cédric Lambert
2003 Paola Lassandro
Roderick J. Lawrence
2003 Vicente Lázaro
2003 Rachel Leach
2003 Terence Lee
2003 Yang- Kyoung Lee
Sue-Ann Lee
Yung-Jaan Lee
Alain Legendre
2003 Maria Luisa Lima
2003 Marianne Lindström
Stephen Little
2003 Isabel López Barrio
2003 Noelia López Montero
2003 Isidro López Yáñez
2003 Sebastien Lord
2003 María Dolores Losada Otero
2003 Ana Loureiro
2003 Nik Luka
2003 María Gabriela Luna Lara
John Lupala
Ita Luten
Anne Maass
2003 Yasser Mahgoub
2003 Ana Mancheno_Gren
Rachel Manning
2003 Patrick Marmen
2003 Bob Martens
2003 Fredrika Mårtensson
2003 Rocío Martín Herreros
2003 Mariann Märtsin
Jorge Mata Otero
Mark Matheson
2003 Annie Matheu Police
Naoji Matsumoto
2003 Claudia Mausner
2003 Sanjoy Mazumdar
2003 James Mcgregor
2003 Laura Migliori
Jenny Millar
2003 Mit Mitropoulos
2003 Birgit Modh
Jeanne Moore
2003 Marta Moreno González
2003 Mai Morita
Gabriel Moser
2003 Hans-Joachim Mosler
2003 Ana Motta-Moss
2003 Josep Muntañola Thornber
2003 Marina Mura
2003 Saburo Murakawa
2003 Vini Nathan
2003 Anna Maria Nenci
Enric Net
Haba Nguluma
2003 Elzbieta Niezabitowska
2003 Andrzej Niezabitowski
2003 Toomas Niit
2003 Susanna Nilsson
2003 Assumpta
Nnaggenda_Musana

2003 Catharina Nord
Maria Nordström
Kaj Noschis
2003 Louise Nyström
Crispino Ochieng
2003 Chanohk Oh
2003 Ryuzo Ohno
2003 Paul Oliver
2003 Harmen Oppewal
2003 Michael Ornetzeder
David Robert Osborne
Frank Oswald
2003 Amelie Oudry
Ritsuko Ozaki
2003 Deniz Ozkut
2003 Monica Paciuk
2003 Jerry Pankhust
2003 Anna Panlikowska-Piechotka
2003 Maria Papapetrou
2003 David Parsons
2003 Claudia Pato-Oliveira
2003 María del Pilar Pérez López
2003 María del Socorro Pérez
Rincón
2003 Ramsés Gabriel Pérez
Rodríguez
2003 Jon Andoni Pérez Simón
2003 José Vicente Pestana
Montesinos
2003 Antonella Piermari
Marko Polic
2003 Lucía Polo Álvarez
2003 Catalina Ponts Humbert
James Potter
Wolfgang Preiser
2003 Miretta Prezza
2003 Luisa Puddu
2003 Gulcin Pulat Gokmen
2003 Elaine Rabinovich
2003 Johanna Maria Rajala
Riklef Rambow
2003 Celia Ramitos
2003 Kathryn Rathouse
2003 Eugenia Ratiú
2003 Maaris Raudsepp
2003 Riina Rauun
2003 Marilyn Read
2003 Jose Eulogio Real Deus
2003 Julia Regueiro Sande
Joseph Reser
2003 Maria-Auxiliadora Ribeiro
2003 Teresa Ribeiro
2003 Liliane Rioux
2003 Antonella Rissotto
2003 Leanne Rivlin
2003 Monique Robin
Julia Williams Robinson
2003 Susan Rodiek
Bernd Rohrmann
2003 José Romay
Ombretta Romice
2003 Herbert Rose
2003 Osnat Rosen-Kremer
Elisheva Sadan
2003 Nirarta Samadhi
2003 Kamuran Sami
2003 Magda Patricia Sánchez
Rivas
Karin Sandqvist
2003 Rosa Maria Santamaria
Guirado

2003 Yoh Sasaki
2003 Kenneth W. Schaar
2003 Hannah Scheuthele
Bernd Schnieder
2003 Massimiliano Scopelliti
2003 Houseknecht Sharon
2003 Elena Siré
2003 Judith Sixsmith
2003 Yvonne Slangen de Kort
2003 Alison Snyder
2003 Woerjantari Soedarsono
2003 Manuel Soto
Gerda Speller
2003 David Stea
Linda Steg
2003 Quentin Stevens
Sylvia Stöbe
2003 Einar Strumse
2003 Kate Studd
Örjan Svane
2003 Doreen Swetkis
Martin Symes
2003 Elhag Taha
2003 Mine Tanac
2003 Hong Tang
2003 Thomas Tanner
Jan Teklenburg
Necdet Teymur
2003 Bill Thompson
2003 Francesco Tonucci
2003 Tadashi Toyama
2003 David Travieso García
2003 Kyriaki Tsoukala
2003 Lisa Tucker Cross
2003 Clare Twigger-Ross
2003 Roger Tyrrell
2003 Husnu Ugur
Simon Ungar
David Uzzell
2003 Gabriela carolina Valencia
Chávez
Theo van der Voordt
Ric van Poll
Dick Urban Vestbro
Charles Vlek
2003 Ying-Tang Wang
2003 Seymour Wapner
Catherine Ward Thompson
2003 Frances Warren
2003 Karine Weiss
2003 Inga-Britt Werner
Ulla Westerberg
2003 Nicholas Wilkinson
2003 Cynthia Williams
2003 Heijs Wim
Ahuva Windsor
Tom Witt
2003 Ian Woodcock
Lucinda Woodward
2003 Wei Yang
Sachiko Yasunaga
2003 John Zacharias
Kamarul Zaman Ahmad
Christina Zeidenitz
2003 Astrid Zwarts
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IAPS Membership Directory Form
In order to service the membership with as much quality as possible, it
is essential to IAPS to keep its membership database up to date. On the
next page you will find the IAPS membership directory form. When you
want to update the information IAPS has on you, please photocopy this
page, fill out the form (write or print) and return the form to
Marino Bonaiuto, Dipartimento di Psicologia dei Processi di Sviluppo e
Socializzazione, Università degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza", Via dei
Marsi n. 78, 00185 Roma, ITALY

Or: go to the IAPS website and fill out the membership form online.

Please include your correct email
address, as this is the only way
IAPS can send you messages
through the IAPS mailing list.

IAPS Conferences in Correct Order
By Enric Pol

The 2004 Vienna Conference will be IAPS 17th conference. IAPS was
officially founded in 1981 but the 1982 Barcelona Conference was
called IAPS 6th conference. So what happened before, and what is the
correct order of IAPS conferences:
IAPS 0 – 1969 Dalandhui: A small preliminar British Conference
IAPS 1 – 1970 Kingston IAPC: First International Architectural Psychology Conference, which named the series IAPC conferences.
Really it was basically British and Swedish people. In Sweden they also had had a previous meeting.
" IAPS 2 – 1973 IAPC in Lund
" IAPS 3 – 1973 (in some papers you will find 1974) ICEP-I (First International Conference on ENVIRONMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY in Surrey. Canter starts the series ICEP, with a explicit 'broad' subject as
'environment' (not only architecture) and more emphasis on 'Psychology'.
1975: Conference in Sheffield, that never has been recognised in
the IAPS series (neither in IAPC and ICEP). Still, as recognised
by Byron Mikellides a.o. an important event in the IAPS history.
" IAPS 4 – 1976 Strasbourg IAPC
" IAPS 5 – 1979 IAPC at Louvain-la-Neuve University
" IAPS 6 – 1979 ICEP-II at Surrey University
Louvain and Surrey conferences where in consecutive weeks.
Most people went to Louvain first and then followed on to
Guilford. This 'coincidence' provoked a dramatic crises between
both 'series' that lead to the formal constitution of the present
IAPS. In the constitutional meeting it was agreed to build on both
traditions maintaining explicitly an acronym that sounded and
looked near similar to the old IAPC.
Then, the next Conference, that was held in Barcelona, was the seventh
IAPS, as it is recognised in all papers.

"

"

"
"

And from there history becomes straightforward:
" 1982: Barcelona, Spain "People and their Physical Surroundings" (IAPS 7)
" 1984: Berlin, Germany "Environment and Human Action" (IAPS 8)
" 1986: Haifa, Israel "Environments in Transition" (IAPS 9)
" 1988: Delft, The Netherlands "Looking Back to the Future" (IAPS 10)
" 1990: Ankara, Turkey "Culture Space History" (IAPS 11)
" 1992: Marmaras, Greece "Socio-Environmental Metamorphoses,
Builtscape, Landscape, Ethnoscape, Euroscape" (IAPS 12)
" 1994: Manchester, UK "The Urban Experience, A People-Environment Perspective" (IAPS 13)
" 1996: Stockholm, Sweden "Evolving Environmental Ideals, Changing
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"

Ways of Life, Values and Design Practices" (IAPS 14)
1998: Eindhoven, The Netherlands "Shifting Balances,
Changing Roles in Policy, Research and Design" (IAPS 15)
2000: Paris, France: "Metropolis 21st Century, Cities,
Social Life and Sustainability,
Which Perspectives?" (IAPS
16)
2002: A Coruña, Spain: "Culture, Quality of Life and Globalisation—Problems and Challenges for the New Millennium" (IAPS 17)

IAPS Membership Directory Form
Last name

Given Name

Title

Address
City

State

Country

Zip/postal code

Telephone

Fax

Email

Membership number

Profession/
Discipline
(Please tick a
maximum of two
boxes)

Anthropology
Architecture
Archaeology
Economics
Education
Engineering
Environmental Management
Environmental Psychology
Geography
History
Human Factors
Human/Social Ecology

Interior Design
Landscape Architecture
Philosophy
Politics
Psychology
Public Administration
Social Work
Sociology
City and Regional Planning
Urban Affairs
Urban Design
Other (please specify)
…………………………………………………………

Current
Research or
Professional
Interests
(Please ring the
relevant
categories - a
maximum of five
categories)

Aesthetics
Ageing
Children
Communication
Cultural Studies
Design Methods
Design Theory
Ecological Perspectives
Education
Environmental Education
Environmental Quality
Energy
Health
Futurism
Gender Issues
Global Environmental Change
Graphics
Handicapped
Heritage/Env. Interpretation
Historical Perspectives
Homelessness
Hospitals
Housing
Human Factors
Information Transfer
Institutions
Landscape

Methodological Issues
Office Planning
Participation
Perception/Cognition
Phenomenology
Place Theory
Post Occupancy Evaluation
Programming
Recreation
Restorative Environments
Rural Development
Safety
Schools
Simulations
Social/Environmental Impact Assessment
Semiotics
Socio-Spatial Organisation
Stress
Sustainability
Technology
Third World
Theoretical Issues
Transportation
Urbanism
Urban Design
Wilderness
Vernacular Architecture
Other (please specify)
…………………………………………………………

Current
Research or
Professional
Projects
I give my permission for the above information to be published in the IAPS Membership Directory.
Signed: ___________________________________ Date: ___________________
(for IAPS members only: If you would like to be included in the IAPS Membership Directory, please type or print
and return to Marino Bonaiuto, Dipartimento di Psicologia dei Processi di Sviluppo e Socializzazione, Università
degli Studi di Roma "La Sapienza", Via dei Marsi n. 78, 00185 Roma, ITALY.
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The IAPS Digital Library
The IAPS Digital Library is a new service to members. How often have
your remembered hearing a paper at an IAPS conference but could not
remember the author? Or you want to find out if there have been any
papers at recent IAPS conferences on 'POE' or 'residential satisfaction'.
The IAPS Digital Library is a web-based database of papers and
abstracts that have been presented at previous IAPS Conferences or
published in IAPS Proceedings and books. Therefore, instead of
searching individual Proceedings one by one, a global search for
authors, research areas, etc, can be performed more conveniently by
members.
To date, 1,033 records have been entered and the period 1996-2002
has been covered. It is intended that more publications will be added
with time and resources. We will certainly try to increase the database
of previous IAPS conferences and publications (especially Network
conferences and publications which inevitably receive less publicity).
Ideally we would like to extend it beyond IAPS so that it becomes a
wider environment-behaviour research database.
We are extremely grateful to Professor Bob Martens who has developed
this website and database together with Prof. Dr. Ziga Turk from the
University of Ljubljana in Slovenia. This work has been sponsored by
the Scix-Project (<http://www.scix.net/> ).
To access the IAPS Digital Library please go to: <http://iaps.scix.net/>
Using the IAPS Digital Library
Finding a publication is a simple as in a search engine. For example
type --> Uzzell and 18 records will be displayed. A limitation on the
papers which were authored by Uzzell in the year 2002 would look like
this authors: uzzell year: 2002
A search for the expression POE will deliver 8 records as all database
fields are part of the query – whereas keywords: POE will only search
the keyword-field and deliver 2 publications.

* Type new +car to find only
records which do contain 'car'
and may
contain word 'new'.
* Type -used car vehicle to find
only records which contain words
'car'
or 'vehicle' but not 'used'.
* Type n?w to find 'now' and
'new'.
* Type car* to find 'car' and
'cardinal'.
* Type *car to find 'vicar' and
'car'.
* Type *car* to find 'vicar',
'cardinal' and 'car'.
* Type "car" or "\scar\s" to find
'car' and not 'vicar' or 'cardinal'.
* Type +email:uni-iaps to search
for 'uni-iaps' in the email field
only.
* Type -email:edu to find records
which do not have word 'edu' in
the
email field only.
* Type =lastName:Uzzell to find
records with lastName field
exactly
equal to Uzzell.
* Type /lastName:Uzzell to find
records with one line of lastName
field
exactly equal to Uzzell.
* Type {year} >1999 to search for
entries after the year 1999.

Please visit the Digital Library and come across current research topics!
PS: A listing of possible search expressions
Type car vehicle automobile to search for any of the words.
* Type "New York" car to search for 'New York' or 'car'.

New International E-Journal for Critical
Geographers
ACME is an on-line international journal for critical and radical analyses
of the social, the spatial and the political. The journal's purpose is to
provide a forum for the publication of critical and radical work about
space in the social sciences - including anarchist, anti-racist,
environmentalist, feminist, marxist, postcolonial, poststructuralist, queer,
situationist and socialist perspectives. Analyses that are critical and
radical are understood to be part of the praxis of social and political
change aimed at challenging, dismantling, and transforming prevalent
relations, systems, and structures of capitalist exploitation, oppression,
imperialism, neo-liberalism, national aggression, and environmental
destruction.
ACME is intended to be international in scope. The editors especially
encourage submissions from academic and non-academic sources
outside Anglo-America. Articles may be submitted in English, French, or
German. Articles written in other languages may be accepted for review
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after consultation with the editors.
The editors also encourage
s ubm is s ion of alter nati ve
presentation formats.
Articles accepted for publication
in ACME must meet the highest
standards of scholarly peer
review.
Edited by
Pamelar

After, David Moore
Negotiations and Fieldworkings: Friendship and Feminist Research, Kath
Browne
Between Being and Looking: Queer Tourism Promotion and Lesbian Social
Space in Greater Philadelphia , Marie Cieri
Engagements: Borders & Immigration:
Equality, Justice and the Problem of International Borders: The Case of
Canadian Immigration Regulation, Harald Bauder
Gender, Inequality and Borders, Valerie Preston
A Borderless World: Dream or Nightmare?, Daniel Hiebert
The EU and the Utopia and Anti-utopia of Migration: A Response to Harald
Bauder, Ulrich Best
Some Reasons and Conditions for a World Without Immigration Restrictions,
Franck Düvell
Immigration and the Spectre of Hobbes: Some Comments for the Quixotic Dr.
Bauder, Michael Samers
The Last Word. . . ?, Harald Bauder

! continued from page 22
Claudio Minca
Globalización o Imperio: ¿Nuevas
Tendencias Del Capitalismo
Contemporáneo?, Blanca Ramírez
Globalization or Empire: New
Tendencies in Contemporary
Capitalism?, Blanca Ramírez
Empire and Citizenship, Joe Painter

Critical Forum on Empire:
Introduction: Critical Forum on Empire, Scott Kirsch
Empire Goes to War, or, The Ontological Shift in the Transatlantic Divide,

Distance Learning Brings Environmental
Benefits
Distance learning courses in higher education on average consume 90
percent less energy and produce 90 per cent fewer climate-changing
carbon dioxide emissions than conventional campus-based courses ,
according to new research from the Open University.
But the research also indicates that using the internet to help deliver
distance learning courses does not offer environmental benefits.
The better environmental performance of distance learning over
campus-based courses is mainly due to a major reduction in the amount
of student travel, economies of scale in use of the campus site and the
elimination of much of the energy consumption of students' housing.
The team compared the environmental impacts of three different
methods of providing higher education courses:
$ conventional campus-based courses (at seven English, one Scottish
and one Irish university);
$ a mainly print-based, supported open learning course offered by the
Open University;
$ a mainly electronically taught and tutored, supported open learning
course, also offered by the Open University.

findings have prompted the team
to investigate in more depth the
environmental impacts of e-learning courses.
The report arising from the
research is titled Towards Sustainable Higher Education: Environmental impacts of conventional campus, print-based and
electronic distance/open learning
systems. Copies, at £25 each,
are available from the Secretary,
Design Innovation Group, Faculty
of Technology (D&I), The Open
University, Walton Hall, Milton
Keynes, MK7 6AA; or by calling
01908 653970 or by emailing:
a.s.swain@open.ac.uk

“This study provided for the first time comprehensive information about
the environmental impacts of various ways of providing higher education
courses,” said Prof Robin Roy, of the university's Faculty of Technology,
who undertook the work with researchers Dr Stephen Potter and Karen
Yarrow.
“Of course, we recognise that environmental impacts should not be the
only criteria for choosing a particular mode of provision ? far from it ?
but would urge that these impacts are considered when those choices
are made.”
The team found that e-learning courses may not offer any
environmental advantages over print-based supported open learning
courses. The partial e-learning course surveyed involved energy use
and emissions that were 20 percent higher than the mainly print-based
course.
“We found this was largely due to high student use of computing,
consumption of paper for printing web-based material and extra home
heating during night-time internet access,” added Dr Potter. Those
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Recent Journal Issues

Environment and Behavior: Vol. 34, Number 3, 2002

Brennan A.; Chugh J.S.; Kline T.: Traditional Versus Open Office Design: A
Longitudinal Field Study
Wells M.; Thelen L.: What Does Your Workspace Say About You? The
Influence of Personality, Status, and Workspace on Personalization
Karnowski S.; White B.J. : The Role of Facility Managers in the Diffusion of
Organizational Telecommuting
Gatersleben B.; Steg L.; Vlek C.: Measurement and Determinants of
Environmentally Significant Consumer Behavior
Kasapoglu M.A.; Ecevit M.C.: Attitudes and Behavior Toward the Environment:
The Case of Lake Burdur in Turkey
Knegtering E.; Hendrickx L.; van der Windt H.J.; Schoot Uiterkamp A.J.M.:
Effects of Species' Characteristics on Nongovernmental Organizations'
Attitudes Toward Species Conservation Policy

Environment and Behavior: Vol. 34, Number 4, 2002

Kahn Jr. P.H.; Lourenço O.: Water, Air, Fire, And Earth: A Developmental Study
in Portugal of Environmental Moral Reasoning
Lubell M.: Environmental Activism As Collective Action
Poortinga W.; Steg L.; Vlek C.: Environmental Risk Concern And Preferences
For Energy-Saving Measures
Smith-Jackson T.L.; Hall T.E.: Information Order And Sign Design: A SchemaBased Approach
Stoinski T.S.; Hoff M.P.; Maple T.L.: The Effect Of Structural Preferences,
Temperature, And Social Factors On Visibility In Western Lowland Gorillas:
(GORILLA G. GORILLA)
Lam S-P.; Cheng S-I.: Cross-Informant Agreement In Reports Of Environmental
Behavior And The Effect Of Cross-Questioning On Report Accuracy
Evans G.W.; Wener R.E.; Phillips D.: The Morning Rush Hour: Predictability and
Commuter Stress
Corral-Verdugo V.: A Structural Model Of Proenvironmental Competency

Environment and Behavior: Vol. 34, Number 5, 2002

Stedman R.C.: Toward A Social Psychology Of Place: Predicting Behavior From
Place-Based Cognitions, Attitude, and Identity
Chang D.: Spatial Choice And Preference In Multilevel Movement Networks
GÖken F.; Adaman F.; Zengnobuz E.&.u.m.l..a.l.: On Environmental Concern,
Willingness To Pay, And Postmaterialist Values: Evidence From Istanbul
Korpela K.M.; KlemettilÄ T.; Hietanen J.K.: Evidence For Rapid Affective
Evaluation Of Environmental Scenes
Raffaello M.; Maass A.: Chronic Exposure To Noise In Industry: The Effects on
Satisfaction, Stress Symptoms, and Company Attachment
Leon G.R.; Atlis M.M.; Ones D.S.; Magor G.: A 1-Year, Three-Couple Expedition
As A Crew Analog For A Mars Mission

Environment and Behavior: Vol. 34, Number 6, 2002

Rauwald K.S.; Moore C.F.: Environmental Attitudes as Predictors of Policy
Support Across Three Countries
Nordlund A.M.; Garvill J.: Value Structures Behind Proenvironmental Behavior
Ribe R.G.: Is Scenic Beauty a Proxy for Acceptable Management? The
Influence of Environmental Attitudes on Landscape Perceptions
Stamps III A.E.; Smith S.: Environmental Enclosure in Urban Settings
Bixler R.D.; Floyd M.F.; Hammitt W.E.: Environmental Socialization: Quantitative
Tests of the Childhood Play Hypothesis
Herzog T.R.; Kutzli G.E.: Preference and Perceived Danger in Field/Forest
Settings
Syme G.J.; Nancarrow B.E.; Jorgensen B.S.: The Limits of Environmental
Responsibility: A Stormwater Case Study
McMakin A.H.; Malone E.L.; Lundgren R.E.: Motivating Residents to Conserve
Energy Without Financial Incentives

Journal of Environmental
Psychology: Vol. 21, No. 4,
2001

David Canter: Special Editorial:
Symbol And Threatened Places
P. Wesley Schultz: The Structure Of
Environmental Concern: Concern
For Self, Other People, And The
Biosphere
John Zacharias: Path Choice And
Visual Stimuli: Signs Of Human
Activity And Architecture
Ian Donald and Oi-Ling Siu:
Moderating The Stress Impact Of
Environmental Conditions: The
Effect Of Organizational Commitment In Hong Kong And China
Susanne Stoll-Kleemann: Barriers To
Nature Conservation In Germany:
A Model Explaining Opposition To
Protected Areas
Hirohiko Ohta: A Phenomenological
Approach To Natural Landscape
Cognition
Gunne Grankvist and Anders Biel:
The Importance Of Beliefs And
Purchase Criteria In The Choice
Of Eco-Labeled Food Products
Tore Helstrup and Svein Magnussen:
The Mental Representation Of
Familiar, Long-Distance Journeys
Samantha Lundrigan and David
Canter: A Multivariate Analysis Of
Serial Murderers' Disposal Site
Location Choice

Journal of Environmental
Psychology: Vol. 22, No. 1-2,
2002

David Canter: Editorial Reflections
Robert Gifford: Editorial
Chris Spencer and Mark Blades:
Introduction
Scott Bell: Spatial Cognition And
Scale: A Child's Perspective
Beverly Plester, Jenna Richards,
Mark Blades and Christopher
Spencer: Young Children's Ability
To Use Aerial Photographs As
Maps
Andrea Faber Taylor, Frances E. Kuo
and William C. Sullivan: Views Of
Nature And Self-Discipline: Evidence From Inner City Children
Antonella Rissotto and Francesco
Tonucci: Freedom Of Movement
And Environmental Knowledge In
Elementary School Children
Alison Bourchier, Martyn Barrett and
Evanthia Lyons: The Predictors Of
Children's Geographical Knowledge Of Other Countries
Charlotte Clark and David L. Uzzell:
The Affordances Of The Home,
Neighbourhood, School And Town
Centre For Adolescents
Marketta Kyttä: Affordances Of
Children's Environments In The
Context Of Cities, Small Towns,
continued on page 25 !
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Suburbs And Rural Villages In Finland And Belarus
Victoria Derr: Children's Sense Of Place In Northern New Mexico
Sandra Horne Martin: The Classroom Environment And Its Effects On The
Practice Of Teachers
Mark Francis and Ray Lorenzo: Seven Realms Of Children's Participation
Sharon Egretta Sutton and Susan P. Kemp: Children As Partners In Neighborhood Placemaking: Lessons From Intergenerational Design Charrettes
Liisa Horelli and Mirkka Kaaja: Opportunities And Constraints Of `InternetAssisted Urban Planning' With Young People
Louise Chawla and Harry Heft: Children's Competence And The Ecology Of
Communities: A Functional Approach To The Evaluation Of Participation

Journal of Environmental Psychology: Vol. 22, No. 3, 2002

Gary W. Evans, Peter Lercher and Walter W. Kofler: Crowding And Children's
Mental Health: The Role Of House Type
Luis Gómez-Jacinto and Isabel Hombrados-Mendieta: Multiple Effects Of
Community And Household Crowding
Wander Jager, Marco A. Janssen and Charles A. J. Vlek: How Uncertainty
Stimulates Over-Harvesting In A Resource Dilemma: Three Process
Explanations
Seiji Shibata and Naoto Suzuki: Effects Of The Foliage Plant On Task
Performance And Mood
Frank Oswald, Oliver Schilling, Hans-Werner Wahl and Karin Gäng: Trouble In
Paradise? Reasons To Relocate And Objective Environmental Changes
Among Well-Off Older Adults
Pär Lundquist, Anders Kjellberg and Kjell Holmberg: Evaluating Effects Of The
Classroom Environment: Development Of An Instrument For The
Measurement Of Self-Reported Mood Among School Children
Thomas R. Herzog, Hong C. Chen and Jessica S. Primeau: Perception Of The
Restorative Potential Of Natural And Other Settings

Journal of Environmental Psychology: Vol. 22, No. 4, 2002

B. Rohrmann and I. Bishop: Subjective Responses To Computer Simulations Of
Urban Environments
Trijntje Völlink, Ree Meertens and Cees J. H. Midden: Innovating `Diffusion Of
Innovation' Theory: Innovation Characteristics And The Intention Of Utility
Companies To Adopt Energy Conservation Interventions
Allison B. Arneill and Ann Sloan Devlin: Perceived Quality Of Care: The
Influence Of The Waiting Room Environment
John H. Kerr, Tomohisa Hayashi, Mika Matsumoto and Noriyoshi Miyamoto:
The Influence Of Settings And Environmental Events On Metamotivational
State And Arousal: Further Tests Of Reversal Theory On Asian Samples
Ute Ritterfeld: Social Heuristics In Interior Design Preferences
Kalevi Korpela, Marketta Kyttä and Terry Hartig: Restorative Experience, SelfRegulation, And Children's Place Preferences
Sebastian Bamberg: Effects Of Implementation Intentions On The Actual
Performance Of New Environmentally Friendly Behaviours –– Results Of Two
Field Experiments
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Jerome Krase: Navigating Ethnic Vernacular Landscapes Then And Now
Setha M. Low, Dana Taplin, Suzanne Scheld & Tracy Fisher: Recapturing
Erased Histories: Ethnicity, Design, And Cultural Representation — A Case
Study Of Independence National Historic Park
Ellen Pader: Housing Occupancy Standards: Inscribing Ethnicity And Family
Relations On The Land
Gail Lee Dubrow: Deru Kugi Wa Utareru Or The Nail That Sticks Up Gets Hit:
The Architecture Of Japanese American Identity, 1885-1942. The Rural
Environment
Anastasia Loukaitou-Sideris: Regeneration Of Urban Commercial Strips:
Ethnicity And Space In Three Los Angeles Neighborhoods

changes (Douai, France)
Anton Oskamp, Co Poulus, Roelf-Jan
van Til: Spatial concentration and
deconcentration of household
types in the Amsterdam region Effects of three scenarios of new
construction
W.B.M. Faessen: Present and
preferred housing of one-person
households in the Netherlands,
1998

Journal of Housing and the
Built Environment, Vol. 17, No.
4, 2002

Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, Vol. 17, No. 2, 2002

Peter Nijkamp, Pim Klamer, Cees Gorter: Retail investments by real estate
investment trusts: A comparative analysis of local retail returns for the United
States
Ian Skelton: Residential mobility of aboriginal single mothers in Winnipeg: An
exploratory study of chronic moving
Michael David Martin: The case for residential back-alleys: A north American
perspective
Timo M. Kauppinen: The beginning of immigrant settlement in the Helsinki
metropolitan area and the role of social housing

Michael H.C. Ho, Rebecca L.H. Chiu:
Impact of accessibility on housing
expenditure and affordability in
Hong Kong's private rental sector
Justus Uitermark: Spatial policy in
the United Kingdom: Regulatory
experimentation in the afterFordist era
Ngai Ming Yip, Kwok Yu Lau: Setting
rent with reference to tenants'
affordability: Public housing rent
policy in Hong Kong

Journal of Housing and the Built Environment, Vol. 17, No. 3, 2002

Clara H. Mulder, Frans M. Dieleman: Living arrangements and housing
arrangements: Introduction to the special issue
Henny Coolen, Peter Boelhouwer, Kees van Driel: Values and goals as
determinants of intended tenure choice
Clara H. Mulder, Pieter Hooimeijer: Leaving home in the Netherlands: Timing
and first housing
Gideon Bolt: Turkish and Moroccan couples and their first steps on the Dutch
housing market: Co-residence or independence?
Jean-Pierre Lévy: The population make-up of residential areas: Structure and
continued on page 27 !

Good Practice in Writing for Geographers
We are pleased to announce the launch of geo-publishing.org (best Accessed
through http://www.may.ie/nirsa/geo-pub/geo-pub.html).
Endorsed by the
editors of 20 international human geography journals and supported by the
commissioning editors of a number of book publishers, geo-publishing.org is a
resource site for anyone interested in publishing or disseminating geographical
material. It is designed to illustrate how the publishing process works and to
answer any common questions about disseminating academic knowledge. The
site consists of ten sections:
■ Good practice in writing for journals
■ Good practice in refereeing
■ Questions editors are often asked
■ Dealing with copyedits and proofs
■ Publishing articles: seven examples from initial draft to final
■ article
■ Other types of publishing: books, reports, popular press, etc
■ Good practice in presenting papers
■ Good practice in organising seminars/conferences
■ Useful links
■ Discussion forum: give us your views, experiences, ideas, etc.
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If you have any feedback or
comments about the site's content
we would be
delighted to hear from you either
privately or through the site's
discussion forum. If a specific issue
is not addressed, ask and we'll try to
include an appropriate section.
We hope that the site proves useful a
resource and, assuming you find it
helpful, we would be grateful if you
let your students and colleagues
know about it, best wishes,
Rob Kitchin (rob.kitchin@may.ie) and
Duncan Fuller
(duncan.fuller@unn.ac.uk)

! continued from page 26

Recent Journal Issues
Open House International, Vol. 27, No. 3, 2002

Special issue on CULTURE & BUILT FORM AT THE MILLENNIUM
Guest Editor: Prof. Anthony Hyland University of Science & Technology,
Bulawayo Zimbabwe.
Adviser: Prof.Amos Rapoport, University of Wisconsin,. Milwaukee, USA
The start of a new millennium provides an opportunity to examine the cultural
context of current developments in architecture, building, and urban design,
worldwide. The aim of this special number is to review, assess and evaluate the
relationships that exist between the living and developing cultures of society,
globally, nationally, regionally and at community level, and the physical
manifestations of those cultures in built form, of whatever scale or form or for
whatever purpose.
It is an opportune time to take stock of the state of the world, to review the
millennium that has passed, to celebrate the achievements of the past, to
honour the achievements of those presently in power, and to make projections,
into the future. The value of such stocktaking is debatable: we know that, a
thousand years ago, many expected the imminent end of the world, and the
second coming of Christ, and planned accordingly. But valuable or not, such
stocktaking is inevitable, and OHI has seized the opportunity.
Articles:
A.D.C Hyland: When the Castle Were White
Amos Rapoport: On the Size of Cultural Groups
Jose Forjaz: Building Culture
Hulya Turgut & Dilek Yildiz: Culture, Space and Time – The City of Bursa,
Turkey.
A.D.C Hyland & G.W.K Intsiful: Housing in the Cities of Kings
Majaha Mthethwa: Towards a Regional Identity – decorative elements in
Zimbabwean contemporary Architecture
Joseph Aranha: Tourism, Culture and the Built Environment in Bali, Indonesia

Open House International, Vol. 27, No. 4, 2002

Special issue on WAR&CITIES
Guest Editor: Professor Paola Somma, University of Venice, Italy.
In the libraries of schools of architecture and planning, the section for “war and
the city” continues to expand. The subject is not a new one, but compared with
previous decades, there is a shockingly generalized presumption of the
inevitability of wars and an underrating of their so-called collateral effects.
It is nothing new that architects should always be fascinated by a tabula rasa –
the opportunity to work on a clean sheet. Many of the town-planning theories
and models illustrated in the most famous manuals presuppose the availability
of an extensive area without buildings (or inhabitants) and often look on the
destruction wrought by war as an “exciting opportunity” or a “challenge”.
Starting from these considerations, we have asked the contributing authors to
describe the situation before the armed conflict, the extent of the destruction
and the prospects (if any) of reconstruction. In short, the authors have been
asked to give their views on:
■ the pre-war situation, not only in physical terms but including the many
conflicts of ethnic and civilian character and the role of external forces and
actors;
■ the war in its different manifestations: a never-ending conflict, a succession of
battles and precarious truces, bombing, the threat of bombing;
■ the reconstruction, with particular reference to the different effects for the
various groups and interests.
Obviously, the responses reflect the specific nature of the situations as well as
the personal points of view of the authors. Taken together, however, the articles
offer several prompts to a more general consideration and various pointers to
further investigation.
Articles:
Srdjan Jovanovic Weiss: NATO as Architectural Critic and Turbo Architecture
Dijana Alic: Transposed Meanings: The Town Hall in Sarajevo
Omar Hadi: Killing Baghdad
Ajmal Maiwandi & Anthony Fontenot: Re-Doing Kabul
Esther Charlesworth: BEIRUT - City as Heart ?
Naciye Doratli: NICOSIA – The Last Divided City of Europe
Predrag Milosevic: The City and its Population as a Means of War
Tigran Hasic: Sustainable Reconstruction in Post War Zones

OPEN HOUSE INTERNATIONAL
is a refereed quarterly journal on
Built Environment with special reference to the dynamics of development and change. In addition
the journal aims to improve the
quality of built environment
through promoting decision making responsibilities for the users
and an open ended design process for the professionals.
To subscribe for 2004 & get the
two free copies please e-mail
c.nicholson@nbsservices.co.uk

Open House International
Publishing Plan
Call for Papers
Vol.29 2004
No. 1 March
OPEN HOUSING
PERSPECTIVES (by invitation
only)
Guest Editor: JIA Beisi,
Department of Architecture, The
University of Hong Kong
E-mail: jia@arch.hku.hk
Any close observer of architectural
movements over the last decade
cannot overlook one new trend:
infrastructuralism. Infrastructuralism
shifts the focus of architecture from
the static implication of form to the
variables of ephemeral events. It
identifies with the existence of an
invisible reality. World architectural
leaders such as Bernard Tschumi,
Rem Koolhaas, Stan Allen, Grag
Lenn, Toyo Ito, and Dominique Perrault share common qualities in this
connection: minimum, moderated,
passive and neutral, but flexible and
anticipatory, yielding to what might
call ‘operational’ rather than ‘formal’
effects. A possible dilemma that
arises is the question that asks what
happens to the remaining operable
elements if the architecture itself
becomes the infrastructure. Is there
any relationship between “infrastructuralism” and the theory of
“support” by Habraken first published
40 years ago? What kinds of life patterns can accommodate our age of
rapid technological change, global
communication penetration, and intensifying multifold cultural exchange? What can the previous 40
years of open housing concept and
practice teach us for the future?
Tradition is not trash, but a torch to
be handed to the future generation.
This issue as collection of student
continued on page 28 !
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! continued from page 27
works tutored and conducted by Dr. Jia Beisi and his colleagues in Hong Kong.
In addition to his writings, studio programs, and introduction to Hong Kong
where all the projects are based, this issue represents a collective effort of
educators and students to advance Open Building and other new architectural
movements into the early 21st century.

No. 2 June
PLANNING, PARTICIPATION & PERFORMANCE - balancing the
books. (by invitation only)
Guest Editor: Forbes Davidson, Institute of Housing & Development
Studies, Rotterdam, the Netherlands.
E-mail: f.davidson@his.nl
The publication will focus on current experience with participative planning,
providing an overall concept and illustrative cases. The approach taken is a very
pragmatic one - Participation within government and with the private sector will
be emphasized as much as the community, - City wide participation and links
from local to city level will be highlighted rather than only participation at the
local level - Attention will be drawn to any particularly useful procedures or
techniques that were used, - Emphasis on the costs as well as the benefits of a
participative approach. Comments on the special nature of the experience and
potential for wider application of the approach.

THEMES COMMISSIONED BUT SEQUENCE AND DATE OF
PUBLICATION TO BE DETERMINED
OPEN BUILDING IN EDUCATION (call for papers)
Guest Editor: Prof. JIA Beisi, University of Hong Kong.
E-mail: jia@arch.arch.hku.hk
Housing courses, housing studio projects and housing-related training programs
have been key parts of architectural curricula worldwide. In some schools
‘housing’ is the subject of core or basic courses. This is not simply because
housing remains the largest construction sector in many countries; on a more
fundamental level, housing represents the intimate relationship between human
activity and built form. However housing design education often falls short of
social reality. Design studios regularly produce static objects which do not
reflect changing social processes behind habitat formation. The problem lies in
a limited understanding of design. Open Housing advances this understanding a
step further by redefining housing design as both process and object. It is about
design for uncertainty while integrating new technologies. In order to
accommodate this development, researchers, promoters, educators and
designers will need to adopt new teaching methods. This issue of Open House
provides a platform where new teaching experiences and experiments about
Open Housing can be shared. The following topics are not exclusive: Design for
change,Housing education, Studio teaching methodology, Open housing
education in history, Studio work and evaluation

HOMELESSNESS (Call for Papers)
Guest Editor: Ayona Datta, Arizona State University, Tempe, USA.
E-mail ayona.datta@asu.edu
The questions we want to ask are: How is homelessness stereotyped? How is it
represented both spatially and socially? Who enters these spaces of
representation and why? How do gender, race, ethnicity, religion, class and
culture intersect with the homelessness discourse? What is the role of the built
environment professions in all this? How is it possible to design for an inclusive
society? How are gender, power and space related to homelessness and how is
it possible to design for a socially sustainable built environment? We argue
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against any polarising claims that
points at any single reason. We feel
that the most interesting work in this
field has tended to stress the
varieties of local practice, an
abandonment of North/South
polarities and hierarchies,and a post
disciplinary approach.

THE EFFECTS OF CAD TOOLS
ON THE DESIGN,
DEVELOPMENT AND
MANAGEMENT OF THE BUILT
ENVIRONMENT (Call for Papers)
Guest Editor: Dr.Karim Hadjri,
United Arab Emirates University,
El Ain, U.A.E.
E-mail : khadjri@emirates.net.ae
Computer Aided Design (CAD) in
particular made its appearance a few
decades ago thanks to the aerospace and car industry. Within the
last decade, there has been a
proliferation of CAD package providers, which made CAD systems
widespread and easily accessible to
schools of architecture and engineering throughout the globe. This
includes Computer Aided Architectural Design (CAAD) packages,
Three-Dimensional Modeling and
Virtual Reality software applications.
Furthermore, the availability of
affordable computer hardware and
the spread of information technology
and communication are having a
considerable impact on the way the
built environment is designed, built
a nd m ana ged and also o n
educational processes that are now
gearing towards the creation of
digitally-oriented professions. This
OHI edition in the fall of 2003 will
cover CAD-oriented educational,
design, research and development
processes or experiences related to
the design, development and management of the built environment.

STRATEGIC HOUSING STOCK
MANAGEMENT, BUILDING
REGULATIONS AND QUALITY
CARE
Guest Editors: Frits Meijer and
Geert Vijverberg. OTB Institute,
University of Delft, The
Netherlands
E-mail: vijverberg@otb.tudelft.nl

continued on page 29 !
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URBAN VILLAGES
Guest Editor: Bridget Franklin, Department of City and Regional
Planning, Cardiff University, Cardiff, UK
E-mail: FranklinBJ@cardiff.ac.uk
The concept of the 'urban village' has existed in the US and the UK since the
1960s, when urban sociologists, such as Gans, adopted the term to describe
the continuance in urban settings of the social systems associated with closeknit rural communities. Such urban villages generally consisted of enclaves of
migrants who endeavoured to maintain their identity in a seemingly hostile city
through strong social and territorial allegiances. The areas in which they settled
were generally spatially bounded and characterised by particular styles of
dwelling and uses of space, bestowing a unique sense of place and local
identity.
More recently this usage of the term urban village has been appropriated in a
slightly different guise in the UK, by the Urban Villages Group. Concerns about
contemporary urban development led this group to explore the defining
characteristics of older parts of cities which were aesthetically pleasing and
which seemed to 'work'. They then drew up the defining criteria for urban
villages, to include well designed, human scale, mixed use and sustainable
urban areas, with a sense of place and community commitment. At the present
time developments named urban villages are appearing across the UK, but in
fact only a minority conform to the principles established by the Urban Villages
Group. In the US, there is a similar movement known as New Urbanism which
supports traditional neighbourhood development (TND) and, to a lesser extent,
the creation of urban villages.
In the Western world therefore, there is a movement which is both urbanist and
nostalgic, which aims to re-create within the city the sense of community and
harmony seen as typical of villages. In other parts of the world, urban growth is
at a different stage, and it may be therefore, that urban villages resemble more

the urban village of Gans, in which
populations and existing villages are
becoming swallowed up by urban
expansion. Thus the term 'urban
village' has different connotations
and can be constructed in different
ways in different places, albeit still
conveying some essence of what is
meant by that emotive word 'village'.

“Call for Papers” indicates that
papers may be submitted to the
guest editor for consideration for
publication. “By Invitation Only”,
either papers are being selected
from forthcoming conferences or
the guest editor invites people to
write. It should be pointed out
that “by invitation only” does not
exclude the possibility that an
article may still be sent for consideration by the guest editor but
it must be understood that the issue could be reserved exclusively
for the guest editor’s own choice
of authors.

Sustainable Development Online
Sustainable development (SD) is a continually changing and vital area
that is holistic by definition.
The role of Sustainable Development Online (SDO) is to map this sea of
change and provide access to significant web sites built by
organisations supporting the move towards SD. In this section of EW
you will find descriptions of and links to many hundreds of web sites
covering the broad subject of sustainable development. In this way SDO
is a relevant and useful starting point to engage with SD subjects. SDO
is continually updated and maintained and each web site listed has
been visited by one of our researchers. Information can be accessed via
SDO on many interconnected subjects, ISO 14001 to organic farming,
SME support schemes to renewable materials.
If you have a web site that you would like to be listed please do not
hesitate to submit it under the appropriate section - one of our
researchers will follow it up.
Sustainable Development ONLINE is a major web portal on sustainable
development/environment that is regularly updated and provides access
to more than 1700 web sites.
SDO QUALITY CONTROL We have completed the update of all links
and records. Broken 'links' on SDO are less than 1% on ±1700 links.
UPDATED INFORMATION Thirty new web sites have just been added
to our databases of which 21 are TRAINING courses.
Go SDO: http://sd-online.ewindows.eu.org/
EVENTS There are 108 future EVENTS listed with information on Ecoefficiency, sustainable regions, green engineering and eco-design in
Japan.
SUBMIT Please do submit web site information to SDO and one of our
researchers will follow up your recommendation.
Go SDO: http://sd-online.ewindows.eu.org/
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IAPS Networks and their convenors
Housing
• Roderick Lawrence, CUEH,
University of Geneva, 102 Boulevard
Carl-Vogt, 1211 Geneva 4,
Switzerland; Tel 41-7058174; fax 417058173; Email:
Roderick.Lawrence@cueh.unige.ch;
• Rolf Johansson , Built Environment
Analysis, Infrastructure and Planning,
KTH, SE-100 44 Stockholm, Sweden;
Tel 46-8-7908498; fax 46-8-7908580;
Email: rolfj@arch.kth.se
Listserver for the housing network is
available through the coordinators.
Education
• Necdet Teymur, Faculty of
Architecture, Inonu Bulvari, 06531,
Ankara, Turkey; Tel 90-312-210
2201; fax 90-312-210 1108; Email:
teymur@vitruvius.arch.metu.edu.tr
• Ashraf M Salama, Adams Group
Consultants, 10020 Park Cedar
Drive, Charlotte, NC 28210, USA;
Tel: +1 704 341 0303 ext 103, Fax:
+1 704 341 0652, E-mail:
salama@theadamsgroup.com
• Joy K Potthof, Bowling Green State
University, 305 Johnston Hall, OH
43403 Bowling Green, USA; Email:
jpottho@bgnet.bgsu.edu
Landscape
• Ulla Berglund, Sodertorns hogskola,
Box 4101, SE-141 04 Huddinge,
Sweden; Tel 46-8-58588143, fax 468-58588440; Email:
ulla.berglund@sh.se
• Ton Rooijers, Centre for
Environmental and Traffic
Psychology, University of Groningen,
Grote Kruisstraat 2/1, 9712 TS
Groningen, The Netherlands; Tel:
+31 50 3636773
Spatial Analysis
• Bill Thompson, University of Ulster,
School of the Built Environment,
Newtownabbey, Co.Antrim, BT37
0QB; Tel +44 28 9036 8559; Email:
wj.thompson@ulster.ac.uk
• Jesse Voss, University of Wisconson-

Milwaukee School of Architecture and
Urban Planning, PO Box 413,
Milwaukee WI 43201, USA; Tel +1
414 229 6721; fax +1 414 229 6976;
Email: voss@uwm.edu
Communication Technology and
Place
• Gary Gumpert, Communication
Landscapers, 6 Fourth Road, Great
Neck, New York 11021, USA; Tel 1516-466 0136; fax 1 516 466 1782;
Email: ggumpert@ix.netcom.com
• Susan Drucker, Hofstra University,
School of Communication, Dempster
Hall, Hempstead, New York 11550,
USA; Tel 1-516-463 5304; fax 1-516466 0136; Email:
SPHSJD@hofstra.edu
Children, Youth and Environments
• Gary Moore, Faculty of Architecture,
University of Sydney, Sydney, NSW
2006, Australia; Tel 61-2-93515924;
fax 61-2-93515665; Email:
gtmoore@arch.usyd.edu.au
• Maria Nordström, Department of
Human Geography, University of
Stockholm, SE-106 91 Stockholm,
Sweden: Tel: + 46 8 164839; Fax:
+46 8 164969; E-mail:
maria.nordstrom@mail.humangeo.su.
se
Network shared with EDRA
Culture and Space in the Built
Environment
• Hulya Turgut, Istanbul Technical
University, Faculty of Architecture,
Taskisla Taksim 90191, Istanbul,
Turkey; Fax: +90 212 2514895;
Email: space@itu.edu.tr
• Peter Kellett, School of Architecture,
Planning and Landscape, University
of Newcastle Upon Tyne, Newcastle
Upon Tyne NE1 7RU, UK, Tel: +44
191 2226023; Fax: +44 191 2226008;
Email: p.w.kellett@ncl.ac.uk
Webpage: http://www.iapsassociation.org/Culture/CSBE.htm
Gender and the Built Environment

Discounted Journals for IAPS members

Several journals offer discounts to IAPS members. The procedure for subscribing
is different in each case. IAPS members are best advised to go to the relevant
website and get subscription information there. When they write to the Journal
they should mention they are members of IAPS and claim their discount rate.

■ Environment and Behavior

Individual Subscription to IAPS Members 20% discount. For information:
http://www.sagepub.com/Shopping/Journal.asp?id=4727

■ Environments by Design

IAPS members can purchase back issues, or packages of back and current
issues at a discount of 25% on standard Individual rates For information:
http://www.kingston.ac.uk/by_design/title_p.htm

■ Journal of Architectural and Planning Research

The current annual discounted member's subscription rate for Volume 18 (2001)
is USD 62.90. For details: www.bigfoot.com/~japr
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• Liisa Horelli, Centre for Urban and
Regional Studies, Helsinki University
of Technology, Hopeasalment 21B,
00570 Helsinki, Finland; Tel: + 358 9
684 8867; Fax: + 358 9 684 5224;
Email: Liisa.Horelli@hut.fi
• Ana Mancheno Gren, Royal Institute
of Technology, Sweden; Email:
anamgren@infra.kth.se
Listserver for the gender network is
available through the coordinators.
Environment and Gerontology
• Mark Groves, School of Architecture,
Kyungpook National University, 1370
Sankyuk-dong, Buk-gu, Daegu 702701, South Korea; Tel +82-53-9507567; Email:
magroves@wmail.knu.ac.kr
A listserver is available for network
members. To subscribe, contact the
coordinator. Webpage: http://
arch.knu.ac.kr/~gero/ (shared with the
EDRA equivalent network)
History and the Built Environment
• Jacob Kimaryo, 47 Cricket Inn
Crescent, Sheffield, S2 5AQ UK; Tel:
+44 114 2758488; E-mail:
kimaryo@hotmail.com
A listserver is available for network
members. To subscribe, contact the
coordinator. Webpage: http://
www.urban-research.net/
iapshistory.html
Sustainability
• Patrick Devine-Wright, Institute of
Energy and Sustainable
Development, De Montfort University,
Scrapoft Campus, Leicester, LE7
9SU; Tel: +44 116 257 7970; Email:
pdwright@dmu.ac.uk
• Stewart Barr, Department of
Geography, School of Geography
and Archaeology, University of
Exeter, Amory Building, Rennes
Drive, Exeter EX4 4RJ; Tel: +44 (0)
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International Association for People-Environment Studies
aims to improve the physical environment and human wellThe Objectives of IAPS are:
• To facilitate communication among
those concerned with the
relationships between people and
their physical environment
• To stimulate research and
innovation for improving human
well-being and the physical
environment
• To promote the integration of
research, education, policy and
practice

To Achieve its Objectives the
Association:
• Facilitates contact and exchange
of ideas between members all
over the world
• Holds regular conferences and
specialised symposia and
seminars in English and French
• Publishes a newsletter,
conference and seminar
proceedings and a membership
directory

• Develops relationships with similar
organisations (EDRA (N.
America); MERA (Japan); PAPER
(Australasia))
• Maintains study networks which
regularly organise Network
Symposia and publish Newsletters

Benefits of Membership
Include:
• The right to vote and stand for
membership of the Board

• Reduced fees for attending
conferences and seminars

• Free copies of the IAPS

newsletter. This contains research
summaries, articles, reviews,
letters, lists of references, and
general news of the research field
• The right to be listed in and
receive a copy of the Directory of
IAPS members
• Reduced subscription rates for
specified journals
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